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I. INTRODUCTION ·_

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

With the development of aviation, shipbuilding, and other technical

domains, the demand for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic data has increased,

and it has been a long-standing problem lto predict aerodynamic and

hydrodynamic loads on, and details of flows over, various types of bodies.

In aerodynamics, these problems can be classified into two groups,

nonlifting problems and lifting problems. Depending on the region of

interest, these problems can also be studied as two-dimensional problems

or three-dimensional problems.

For high-aspect-ratio wings, the flows can be considered

two-dimensional except in small regions near the wing tips and wing roots.

The two-dimensional problems are, the stepping stone to fully

three-dimensional problems, and steady two-dimensional problems have been

well established compared to unsteady two-dimensional problems. The un-

steady two-dimensional problems still pose some difficulties, such as

implementation of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.

_ Wagner[l925] obtained the solution for the linear time-dependent

normalized circulatory lift (i.e., circulation) of a flat plate which

started impulsively from rest at an infinitesimal angle of attack.

Kussner[l940] obtained the normalized lift acting on a flat plate thatl
is passing into a sharp-edged vertical gust of infinitesimal strength.

The flat plate and its wake were assumed not to affect the gust boundary.
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Kussner°s function was later generalized by Drischler and Diederich[l957]

to include the case of a gust with a horizontal as well as a vertical

component of velocity. Theodorsen[1935] and Karman and Sears[1938] ob-

tained the normalized lift acting on a flat plate undergoing simple har-

monic oscillation.

A comprehensive analysis was done by Giesing[1968]. Giesing used

constant source distributions over each element and put a constant

vorticity distribution inside the airfoil in order to satisfy the Kutta

condition. The vorticity shed into the wake was modelled with discrete

vortices that were convected at local particle velocity at discrete time

steps by the use of a predictor-corrector scheme.· He showed that the

nonlinear effects, due to airfoil thickness and relatively high angles

of attack, retard the build-up of time-dependent circulation around

impulsively started wings and wings entering a gust. He also showed the

nonlinear effects on the time-dependent circulation of the amplitude and

frequency of motion of wings oscillating in a steady stream. Later, Basu

andé;Hancock[1978] used essentially the same numerical procedure except

that the wake element adjoining the trailing edge was modelled with a

vortex sheet and its relative position and length were determined as part
V

of the solution. Basu and Hancock argued that there is no one mathemat-

ical statement of the Kutta condition that applies to all numerical

schemes and thus the statement of the Kutta condition must correspond to

the numerical scheme. In addition, Basu and Hancock found that there are

significant differences among the various solutions at the beginning of

the impulsive start.
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All the methods have in common the linearization of the problem in

a small neighborhood of each analytic time and modelling of the wake

vortex sheet by a system of discrete vortices. A similar approach was

used by Gorelov and Kulyaev[l97l] for analysis of flow past a slender

profile. Graham[l983] studied the initial development of the lift on an

airfoil in an inviscid starting flow. He found that the initial devel-

opment depends strongly on the rate at which the effective incidence

changes compared with the rate of change of streamwise velocity, as well

as the trailing edge angle. Moreover, impulsively started airfoils with

trailing edge angles less than n/2 are subject to an initial singularity

g in the lift followed by decreasing lift and then monotonically increasing

lift.

The mutual interaction of vortex sheets has also been studied by

others, such as Moore[l974], Raj and Iversen[1978], Katz and Weihs[l978],

and the results confirmed the experimental observations that for a small

initial separation distance, the vortex sheets roll up together.

The unsteady Kutta condition has also been studied experimentally

by Archibald[l975], Satyanarayana and Davis[l978], and Kadlec and

Davis[l979], and theoretically/numerically by Karman and Sears[l938],

Giesing[l969], and Basu and Hancock[l978]. For detailed discussions of

the results, the reader may refer to them. Some discussions relevant to

this work will be given at appropriate places in this thesis.

For a wing of infinite length (idealization of large aspect-ratio

rectangular wings) the pressure distribution does not vary along the span.
A

This condition cannot exist for finite wings since the pressure differ-

ences between the top and bottom have to disappear at the wing tips.
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For the case of small-aspect—ratio, sharp—edge delta/delta—like

wings, additional separations occur along a sharp leading edge even at

small angles of attack. The flow reattaches to the upper surface of the

wing, and the aerodynamic forces increase nonlinearly as the angle of

attack increases. When this reattachment no longer takes place, the wing

loses the aerodynamic forces abruptly (stall phenomenon).

The nonlinear relationships were found in the low—speed wind tunnel

tests by Winter[l937], Bartlett and Vidal[l955], Peckham[l9S8], and

Maskell[l962]. The nonlinear relationships were also confirmed in the

experiments by others, such as Scholz[l949], Marsden, Simpson, and

Rainbird[l957], Bergesen and Porter[l960], Earnshaw and Lawford[l964] and

Hummel and Redeker[l972]. They observed the primary vortex at the wing

tips of parallelogram wings and along the sharp leading edges of delta

wings in the form of a concentrated vortex system. They also found that

the core of this system moves inward as the leading edge bevel angle is

reduced increasing the lift. ~

Earnshaw[l96l] and Maskell[l962] experimentally observed that the

rolled-up region of the vortex sheet emanating from the slender

sharp-edged wing consisted of three regions: an outer convection domi-

nated region, an inner region where the rolling-up distance is of the

order of the diffusion distance and an inner, diffusion-dominated,

viscous core that is very small. In addition, Winter, Peckham, and

Maskell observed that the shape and strength of the principal vortex are

relatively independent of the Reynolds number. This relative independ-

ence of viscosity suggests that the flow may be modelled by an inviscid,

potential flow.

I
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Marsden, et al[l9S7], Bergesen and Porter[1960], and Hummel[1967]

observed a secondary vortex on delta wings due to the separation of the

boundary layer near the leading edge. Peckham[l9S8] found that the

strength of the secondary vortex is only about 5 per cent of the strength

of the primary vortex. The possibility of a tertiary vortex near the

leading edge of a delta wing was discussed by Hummel[1967] and

Earnshaw[l967]. The effect of thickness on the lift was studied by

Peckham[l9S8] and Belotserkovskii[l967]. They found that the lift de-

creases as the thickness increases.

Many theoretical methods have been developed-to predict the aero-

dynamic forces. Bo1lay[1939], Scho1z[l949], and others presented non-

linear lifting surface theories for low-aspect-ratio wings. The first

fundamental investigation in nonlinear wing theory may be attributed to

Bollay[l939]. He modelled the rectangular wing of zero aspect

ratio(finite span with infinite chord) with a distribution of spanwise,

bound vortices. The wing tip vortices are shed rearward at half the angle

of attack in a plane perpendicular to the wing surface. Assuming the lift

distribution and the downwash to be constant across the span, he expressed

the total normal force coefficient as a nonlinear function of the angle

of attack. This theory was also extended to small-aspect-ratio rectan-

gular wings. This method gives fairly good results for small-aspect-ratio

wings, but does not predict the flow details and lacks the general ap-

plicability for other planforms.

Recognizing the origin of the nonlinear lift, Brown and

Michael[l954] and others attempted to solve this problem in a more rig-

orous way. They represented the vortices due to edge separation as free
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vortices embedded in a potential flow at some position above the wing.

By making assumptions concerning the forces acting on the free vortices

and the vortex sheets connecting the separation line and the free

vortices, they obtained relationships among "viscous lift", aspect ratio,

and angle of attack. These theories are strictly restricted to

sharp-edged wings under the assumption that the line of separation is

known.

Noting the fact that none of the theories previously mentioned allow

edge geometry as a parameter, Bartlett and Vidal[l95S] investigated the

effects of wing edges. In order to develop the general expressions

suitable for predicting the nonlinear viscous effects that are inherent

in aerodynamic characteristics of low—aspect-ratio wings, they examined

the cross-flow—drag theory. The cross-flow-drag theory is based on the

assumption that there is an additional normal force on each transverse

cross section. of a very low-aspect-ratio wing, stemming from the drag

associated with the two-dimensional viscous flow around a long cylinder

of similar section characteristics. It also assumes that the cross flow

separates immediately at small angles of attack. This assumption is often

erroneous, particularly for the case of round-edge wings. The results

obtained by the cross—flow—drag theory with some corrections for edge

effects were compared with the experimental data for various types of

delta and rectangular wings. They concluded that the viscous contribution

to the lift and pitching moment may be of a magnitude roughly equal to

the potential contribution or there may be little or almost no viscous

contribution, depending on the edge shape. This theory also lacks generalI
applicability. .
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The leading edge suction analogy provides a method suitable for

calculating the! aerodynamic forces for various wing planforms.

Polhamus[l966] reasoned that the normal force needed for the flow around

a leading edge to reattach to the wing is equivalent to the leading edge

suction force necessary to force the flow to be attached to the leading

edge in an unseparated condition. The unseparated leading edge suction

is calculated and then rotated normal to the wing to obtain the lift

contribution of the leading edge vortex. Later, Polhamus extended this
A

method to account for the effect of compressibility by using a

Prandtl—Glauert transformation. Bradley, Smith, and Bhateley[l973] ex-

tended Polhamus° method to more general planforms. Ericsson and

Reding[l975], from their studies of steady and unsteady aerodynamics of

sharp edged slender wings, developed a semi—empirical approximation for

the vortex induced loads and showed that the analytic approximation for

sharp edged slender wings gives a good prediction of experimentally de-

termined loads. Lamar[l977] made comparisons with experimental data and

theécombination of direct and indirect edge forces through the use of the

suction analogy for various planforms. In general, the total lift cal-

culated by these methods agrees well with experimental data, but these

methods cannot show the flow details or detailed surface pressures either.

Several attempts had been made in the past toward_the theoretical

prediction of flow details. Most of these methods were limited to slender

configurations. After considerable simplification, the problem was re-

duced to finding the solution of Laplace°s equation in the cross-flow

plane. Mangler and Smith[l959] developed a conical flow method, which

was later improved by Smith[l966]. They could predict qualitatively the
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- pressure distributions that had been observed experimentally. The con-

ical flow methods overpredict the experimental load distributions con-

siderably near the trailing edge because these methods do not satisfy the

Kutta condition. The conical flow methods were followed by fully

three-dimensional methods.

There are basically two techniques currently employed to solve for

aerodynamic loads on a wing: mode function methods (or kernel function

U. methods) and discrete element methods. In the mode function methods, the

unknown downwash velocity on the wing is related to the pressure function

by means of an integral. Then, the pressure function is approximated by

a preselected interpolation function on the discretized elements. In

contrast to mode function methods, the discrete element methods assume

the singularity function on the discretized elements(panels) and solve

for singularity distributions. Both methods form a linear set of

equations by satisfying the boundary conditions. Some discussions on mode

function methods can be found in papers by Watkins, Woolston, and

Cunningham[l959] and Rowe, Redman, Ehlers, Sebastian[l975]. The discrete

element methods are discussed next.

The discrete vortex lattice methods are based on the ideas of

Joukowski about the mechanism of formation of lift and the associated

vortices and Prandtl°s model explaining the orgin of circulation on a wing

in an ideal medium (see Prandtl and Tietjens[l931]). In steady problemsl

the numerical method of discrete vortices was first systematically in-

troduced by Falkner[1953]. Other variants of the methods followed in

connection with steady and unsteady linear problems. The linear problems

were soon followed by nonlinear problems.
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The discrete vortex methods approximate the distribution of

vorticity by a concentrated vortex filament. The lifting surface is then

represented by a vortex lattice and the wake by a finite number of vortex

lines which extend to infinity. Ermolenko[l966] introduced a system of

spanwise vortex lines to model small aspect ratio rectangular wings with

wakes emanating from both wing tips. This method has the same limitations

as Bollay°s method. Belotserkovskii[l969] first introduced an iterative

procedure to determine the position of each segment of a system of line

vortices which represents the wake. He successfully applied this method

to flow past parallelogram wings at large angles of attack.

Rehbach[l973], Mook and Maddox[1974] and Kandil ,Mook, and Nayfeh[1976]

independently extended the methods allowing leading edge separation.

Later, these methods were extended and refined to treat general unsteady

problems by Atta[l978], Atta, Kandil, Mook and Nayfeh[l977], Atta and

Nayfeh[l978], Thrasher, Mook, Kandil and Nayfeh[l977], Kandil, Atta and

Nayfeh[l977], Atta[1978], and Thrasher[1979]. Independent improvements

of these methods were made by others, such as Belotserkovskii and

Nisht[l974], Summa[l975], Rehbach[l973,l974] and Lavin and Katz[l98l].

The vortex lattice methods were further improved to handle small harmonic

oscillations by Nayfeh, Mook and Yen[l979], and Konstandinopoulos[l98l].

The vortex lattice methods, which are applied to harmonic

oscillatory problems, are called doublet lattice methods. The doublet

lattice methods have been used by many researchers, such as Albano and

Rodden[l969], Kalman, Rodden, and Giesing[l97l], and Giesing, Kalman, and

Rodden[l972]. A quasi-vortex lattice method was developed by Lan[l974]

to solve thin wing problems. The spanwise vortex distribution was assumed
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to be piecewise constant while the chordwise vortex integral was reduced

to a finite sum through a modified trapezoidal rule and the theory of
A

Chebychev polynomials. The nonlinear vortex lattice method was also used

by Angelucci[l971] to treat the flow past axisymmetric bodies at an angle

of attack under the name of the multi-vortex method. The subvortex

technique, which is based upon vortex lattice theory, was used by

Maskew[1977] to reduce the errors in near field calculations arising from

discretization. He introduced a near field model in which a vortex splits

into an increasing number of subvortices as it is approached. By con-

sidering two-dimensional problems, he demonstrated that this subvortex

technique yields accurate velocities anywhere in the flow field.

In a somewhat different approach, Raj and Gray[l979] developed an

iterative method which uses the Bio-Savart law to relax the surface

vorticity strength in successive iterations rather than using an integral

equation formulation. They applied this method to the flow past a

semi·infinite circular cylinder with a spherical tip at one side and

showed that convergence was achieved in a few steps.

The boundary integral equation methods(BIEM) are based on the

boundary integral representation of the field equations (e.g., Lap1ace°s

equation) obtained from Green's theorem (see Chap.2). This method is also

called boundary element method (BEM). The governing equations are solved

only on the boundary of the required solution domain. Depending on the

use of fundamental solutions, BIEM is sometimes called the method of

fundamental solutions(MFS). For further information on BIEM's, the

reader may refer to He1mholtz[1860], Rayleigh[l887], Kirchoff[l882],

Fredho1m[1903], Proudman[192S], Jaswon and Ponter[1963], Jaswon[1963],

I. Introduction
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Symm[l963], Brebbia[l980], Fairweather and Johnston[l982], and Johnston

and Fairweather[1984].

The panel method is one of the boundary integral methods. A con-

tinuous distribution of singularities on the surface of the body is ap-

proximated by a number of piecewise (continuous) distributions of

singularity on the surface elements(i.e., panels). The panels are ob-

tained by dividing the surface of the body into a finite number of ele-

ments. The singularity strength on a typical panel is given by a

function. The integral equation is computed for the function on each

panel. The boundary conditions are only satisfied at a finite number of

points (i.e., control points) on the surface of the body. The evaluation

of these discrete singularity distributions by applying the boundary

conditions leads to a large algebraic system. By solving this system,

the singularity strengths and thereby the flow field can be determined.

Depending upon the location of the panels, these methods are some-

times classified as surface panel methods, mean surface panel methods,

‘
and field panel methods. The field panel methods deal with plane non-

linear subsonic flow equations and the panel mesh covers the whole flow

field. This method is based on an idea of Oswatitsch[l950]. The plane

nonlinear subsonic flow, which is governed by a Poisson equation, may be

treated as an incompressible flow on which another flow field is super-

imposed. Another flow field is created by compressibility sources

throughout the flow field whose strength is equivalent to the term on the

right hand side of the Poisson equation (e.g., Kandil[l983]). Depending

upon the order of the singularity function, those are divided into

first(or low)-order panel methods and higher-order panel methods. The
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first-order panel methods employ a constant strength singularity on a

panel. Also, those are classified as source panel methods, doublet panel

methods, and vorticity panel methods depending upon the type of

singularity. In many cases a combination of two types of singularities

is used.

One of the first applications of the panel methods was to solve

two-dimensional nonlifting problems (e.g., Smith and Hess[l962],

Hess[l964] and Giesing[1965]). The consideration of lift in
A

two-dimensional cases was soon possible (e.g., Giesing[1968]). The
A

' two-dimensional methods were soon followed by fully three-dimensional

panel methods.

Hess and Smith[1962] introduced a constant source panel method and

applied it to nonlifting problems. In their approach they used a

quadrilateral element whose corners are projections of the four corners

of the actual element on the body surface onto the tangent plane. The

source distribution over a quadrilateral element was assumed constant.

The method was applied to flows over various three-dimensional nonlifting

bodies. The agreement between theoretical solutions and experimental

results was generally good. Rubbert and Saaris[l968] modified the

three-dimensional method of Hess and Smith[1962] to include lift effects.

Hess[l972] extended his method to include lift effects. Vortex

distributions were placed on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing,

with both vortex layers flowing off at the trailing edge. A somewhat

different approach was used by Woodward, Tinoco, and Larsen[l967] in ap-

plying a panel method to a three-dimensional case. The general thick wing

at an angle of attack was treated by: (1) separating the thickness and
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camber problems, (2) linearizing the boundary conditions(the boundary

conditions are satisfied on the mean chord line rather than the actual

surface), and (3) distributing a singularity on the wing chord line. This

method which was initially developed only for supersonic flows was later

extended to the subsonic region and further refined by Carmichael[l97l].

Asfar, Mook, and Nayfeh[l979] utilized a combination of vortex

lattice and constant sources to represent the body surface and tested the

method for several nonlifting cases. They concluded that a vortex lattice

method alone can be used for the flow over an arbitrary three-dimensional

body at least as well as, and in many cases better than, a source dis-

tribution alone. Moreover, for blunt bodies, the combination of the

vortex lattice with sources was shown to give better results. For slender

bodies, the vortex lattice alone was superior to a combination.

The constant doublet panel methods were used to treat potential flows

about three-dimensional lifting configurations by Summa[l97S,1977].

Maskew[l982] introduced a method which uses piecewise constant doublet

and source singularities. Calculated results were compared with

higher-order solutions for a number of cases. It was demonstrated that

the low-order method gives comparable accuracy to higher-order solutions

for comparable density of control points.

The higher-order panel methods have been developed to overcome dif-

ficulties connected in general with the Ufirst-order approach such as

leakage problems, inaccuracy of the velocity gradient for boundary layer

calcualtions and improper treatment of critical regions such as wing root

and wing tip. The surface panels are no longer planar and the elementary

singularity distribution on each panel can have a linear, parabolic or
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higher-order behavior with spline fitting across the panel boundaries.

Johnson and Rubbert[l975] introduced an advanced panel method. The method

employs curved quadrilateral panels over which there is a combination of

linear source and quadratic doublet distributions. The technique appears

versatile and adaptable to complex panel patterns. The method especially

appears not to be sensitive to the panel shapes employed. Weber, Brune,

Johnson, Lu, and Rubbert[1976] and Johnson, Tinoco, Lu, and Epton[l979]

developed similar methods to treat three-dimensional nflows over wings

with leading edge vortex separation. Johnson, Tinoco, Lu, and Epton[l979]

later improved the previous method in order to overcome two major short-

comings, namely convergence failures in seemingly random cases, and over

prediction of lift coefficients for high-aspect-ratio wings. They in-

troduced improved panel numerics in an attempt to eliminate the highly

nonlinear effects of ring vortices around doublet panel edges, and de-

veloped a least squares penalty procedure to damp the instability that

causes divergence of numerical calculations. However they were forced

to tse a fixed design wake to correct the second problem. i

Some other methods were developed based on similar concepts. Among

them are doublet point methods (e.g., Lawrence and Gerber[l952] and Ueda
~

and Dowell[l982]) and interior singularity panel methods (e.g., Chen and

Dalton[l982]). In the approach of Ueda and Dowell, the lifts of indi-

vidual panels were represented by single concentrated forces which cor-

respond to the acceleration doublet points mathematically. The method

employed by Chen and Dalton is closely related to the mean surface panel

methods. · ·
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In contrast to source/doublet panel methods, the continuous

vorticity panel methods have not attracted much attention so far, despite

being well known in mathematics. The continuous panel methods employ

continuous distributions of vorticity on the configuration surface. Yen,

Mook, and Nayfeh[l980] introduced a method that utilized linear vorticity

distribution over a planar triangular panel. Both the lifting surface

and the wakes were modelled by the same linear vorticity panels. The

tight rolling-up of the wakes was lumped into equivalent concentrated

vortex filaments. Kandil, Chu, and Tureaud[l984] extended this method

to unsteady flows under the name of the hybrid vortex method. The lifting

surfaces treated by them were planar and of no thickness. It is evident

that those methods can not be applied to nonplanar configurations.

1.2 MOTIVATION

With the appearance and development of electronic computers and

progress in the realms of theoretical aerodynamics and computational

mathematics, a number of computational methods have been developed for

predicting the aerodynamic loads and pressure distribution on. a wing.

The vortex lattice methods, doublet(source) panel methods, and vorticity

panel methods comprise most of the methods and have been used successfully p

on the various types of bodies. Each method has certain advantages as

well as disadvantages over other methods.

The vortex lattice methods are very simple to use and yield generally

'accurate total loads. However these methods do not always lead to accu-
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rate predictions of pressure distributions due to the strong algebraic_

singularity associated with the Bio-Savart law.

The doublet panel methods are generally reliable and versatile and

can predict accurately the total loads as well as the pressure distrib-

utions on the wing. But, from the manner in which quadrilateral elements

are formed in the doublet panel methods, it is evident that there are

small openings between elements. These openings are responsible for the

inability to satisfy the continuity of the derivatives of the doublet

strength between elements. Moreover, in evaluating the Velocity field

one must consider the transfer of the integral from the actual to the

approximating surface.

In contrast to the vortex lattice methods and doublet panel methods,

the continuous Vorticity panel methods have not attracted much attention

in aerodynamics until now. There are some major differences between the

Vorticity panel methods and other methods. First, since the Vorticity

field is divergenceless, the approximating Vorticity function over each

element must satisfy this divergenceless condition (i.e., conservation

condition). The additional equations from the conservation condition

over each element can create a storage problem as well as render the in-

fluence matrix equations ill—posed. Secondly, the Vorticity must be

tangent to the boundary (see Chap. 2). The tangency condition causes some

difficulty in handling the nonplanar or three-dimensional configurations.

In other words, the tangency condition is Violated whenever the

discretized surface loses continuity of the slopes along the edges of

elements. Violation of the tangency condition is equivalent to Violation

of the continuity condition for Vorticity on the surface on assembly in
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the finite element sense. Thirdly, the surface velocities are directly

related to the surface vorticities which are the primitive unknowns of

the problem. Direct interpretation of the surface velocities saves com-

putational time and may increases the computational accuracy.

The two major problems, i.e., the large matrix system due to the

conservation conditions over each element and the discontinuity of the

surface vorticities on assembly which is crucial to finite element type

methods, had not been overcome in the past. The theoretical framework

did exist, though (see Strang and Fix[l973], Fix[l975], and Fix[l979]).

These two problems appear to have deterred people from using the vorticity

panel methods although the methods have many advantages, e.g., direct

interpretation of surface velocities, over other methods.

In this thesis, three continuous vorticity panel methods and an ad-

vanced continuous source panel are developed overcoming the major prob-

lems mentioned above. These methods are applied to two-dimensional

unsteady bodies, three-dimensional nonlifting bodies, and thin and thick ‘

lifting bodies. ‘

In Chapter 2, the basic equations are stated for an incompressible,

inviscid fluid. Further, the governing equations are transformed to in-

tegral equations with the help of Green°s theorem.

In Chapter 3, a vorticity panel method is used to model the

two-dimensional, unsteady flows. The body surface is modelled with a

vortex sheet which wraps around the body and joins at the trailing edge.

The wake is modelled with discrete vortices. The nonlinearity due to wake

distortion and geometry is examined as part of this work.
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In Chapter 4, a source panel method and a vorticity panel method are

developed. Both methods use the triangular element over which the linear

singularity function is distributed. The source panel method employs a

curved surface to investigate the effect of weakly nonlinear geometry.

The vorticity panel method uses flat elements and satisfies the tangency

condition by introducing a scheme of rotation. The constraint conditions

are satisfied together with the influence matrix equations in a least

squares sense.

In Chapter 5, the vorticity panel method developed in Chapter 4 is

extended to treat lifting body problems with separations along the sharp

edges. Two schemes are considered: thin wing problems and thick wing

problems. The lifting surface is modelled with continuous vorticity

panels while the wakes are modelled with a number of discrete lines which

extend to infinity. This combination enables one to calculate continuous

pressure distributions on the lifting surface and to capture the tightly

rolled·up wakes along the sharp edges.

éäln Chapter 6, some conclusions and recommendations concerning fur-

ther extensions and improvements of the present_methods are discussed.
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II. PHYSICS AND BOUNDARY INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

Here we briefly review the basic equations that govern the motion

of an inviscid incompressible fluid, develop the boundary-integral rep-

resentations, and discuss the boundary conditions.

2.1 PHYSICS

The continuity equation for an incompressible fluid is

div V = 0 (2.1)

Here the V is the Velocity in the flow field. For irrotational flows,

the pressure is related to the Velocity through Bernoulli°s equation (an

intégral of the momentum equation):

3Ö/St + P/P + V2/2 = PI/p + Vrz/2 (2.2)

where the subscript r denotes the °reference state', Ö is the Velocity

potential, P is the pressure and p is the density of the fluid. In this

thesis, considerations are given mostly to flows related to the motion

of a body through a fluid which is otherwise undisturbed; hence ÖI is not

a function of time.
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Here considerations are limited to solid surfaces so that fluid does

not penetrate the boundary. The no-penetration condition is

V • 5 = VB• E (2.3)

everywhere on the surface of the body and the subscript B means °Body°.

Conditions at infinity are given by prescribing the Velocity (usually

zero) and pressure, which are used as a reference state.

V=V=o ana 1>=P (2.4)f co l' ao

The vorticity Q is defined by

§ 2 am V (2.5)

Depending on the value of Q, the Velocity field, or flow, is called either

rotational (Q ¢ 0) or irrotational (Q = O). In this thesis both rota-

tional and irrotational Velocity fields are used to develop the numerical

schemes.
n

2.2 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

It follows from Equation 2.5 that for irrotational flow, the Veloc-

ity field can be represented by the gradient of a scalar.
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. V=v6 (2.6)

where ¢ is called a Velocity potential. Substituting Equation 2.6 into

Equation 2.1. yields the well known Laplace°s equation.

v“¢ = 0 (2.7)

Here we note that the irrotational motion of an ideal fluid involves

only two scalar unknowns (the pressure and the Velocity potential) rather

than four scalar unknowns (the pressure and the three components of the

Velocity). Moreover, the unknowns in the general motion of an ideal fluid

must be determined by simultaneously solving the continuity equation and

the equation of motion. For irrotational motion, however, this is no

longer necessary because one can solve for the potential from the conti-

nuity equation independently of the equation of motion. Thus, the entire

problem of irrotational motion of an ideal fluid reduces to one of solving

for the Velocity potential from the continuity equation, Equation 2.7.

For rotational flow, one is concerned with the problem of expressing

the Velocity field in terms of the Vorticity field. The continuity

equation suggests that the Velocity field may be expressed as the curl

of a Vector.

VzvxÄ (2.8)

where A is called the Vector potential. '
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Substituting Equation 2.8 into Equation 2.5 and taking div A = O,

we obtain

v“Ä=-E (2.9)

It is permissible to put div A = O because the vector potential is inde-

terminate to the extent of a gradient of a scalar. The significance of

this is that the vorticity vector must be tangent to the boundary of the

region of vorticity and the proof is given Ü1 Appendix A. Here the

problem at hand is to determine the unknown vector potential by solving

Poisson's equation.

In order to find the solutions of Laplace's equation or Poisson°s

equation, we begin with the divergence theorem:

11T1v•§dT=1OJ§•Hd¤ (2.10)

whe¢é”& is the domain enclosed by the boundary 0, n is an outward normal

unit vector from the domain, and B is continuous in I. By setting B =

uVv, where u and v are any admissible functions which satisfy the conti-

nuity conditions in 0 and I, Green°s second theorem is obtained:

f ft! {uVzv — vVzu}dI = fc] {uöv/8n - vöu/3n}d¤ (2.11)

In order to use this theorem to solve Poisson°s equation, we introduce

singularity functions that have a picking-out property. They are 1/r for

three-dimensional problems and £n(r) for two—dimensional problems where
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r is the distance between two field points, P(x,y,z) and Q(£,n,§). The

singularity function is harmonic except at r = 0 and can be expressed in

three dimensions as:

1 2.12V2(;) = ·4n 6(r) ( 2

where ö(r) is a Dirac delta function. For a more detailed discussion of

the subject the reader may refer to any standard book on partial differ-

ential equations (e.g.,Chester[1971]).

For the three dimensional problem, we set u = 1/r. Then

Equation 2.11 becomes

1 J 1 {1v*v - vV2l}dr = J 1 {lav/an — v3(1/r)/8n}do (2*13)
1 r r c r

Using the picking—out property, we obtain

v(P) = -
Kl; [J JT! %V2v dt - fa! {iöv/8n — v8(l/r)/8n}d¤] (2'14) 4

where i, n, C are the variables of integration. If the problem is two

dimensional, the factor 4u is replaced by 2w and the singularity function

1/r is replaced by £n(r) in Equation 2.14.

v(P) = - El; [fc! £n(r)V2v do + fC{£n(r)8v/Bn - v3£n(1/r)/8n}ds]
4

(2.15)
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Equations 2.14 and 2.15 say that the unknowns can be expressed in terms

of an integral over the domain plus an integral over the boundary, These

equations are the starting point for the determination of the specific

formulae for the various cases.

For three-dimensional irrotational flow, we view the flow field as

the region outside a closed body defined by the surface 0 in three di-

mensions or the curve C in two dimensions. Then we identify v with the

velocity potential and note that V2¢ = 0 everywhere in 1. Then Equations

2.14 and 2.15 become

¢(p) = - Z1; JO! {%3¢/8n - ¢8(1/r)/3n}d0 (2*16)

for three dimensional flows and

¢(P) = -
El; JC {£n(r)8¢/8n - ¢8(£nr)/3n}ds (2'l7)

for two-dimensional flows. The first term of the integrand represents a

source distribution and the second term a doublet distribution. It can

be shown (e.g., Karamcheti, Chester) that either one is sufficient. In

our approach, rather than using both singularity distributions on the

boundary, we employ only the source distribution over the boundary.

Taking the gradient of the velocity potential, we obtain the velocity in

the following form:

—
—-

'VP[ fcj S( H H C 1 (2 18)
where

r E |?(x„Y,z) - ¥'(C,n,c)| = /{(x—c>2 + (y—n)2 + (z—C)2}
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We shall use this equation for the source formulation in Chapter 4.

For three—dimensional rotational flow, substituting Equation 2.9

into Equation 2.14 , leads to

— 1 Q 2.19A(x,y„z) = — gg f fg! g dr(E,¤,C) ( )

Here we assumed that the body was part of the flow field. Assuming that

the vorticity is confined to the surface of the body, we take the limit

by letting the thickness of the region of vorticity go to zero and the

vorticity go to infinity in such a way that the thickness times vorticity

remains constant. In this way the region of vorticity becomes a vortex

sheet. Taking the curl of the vector potential, we obtain

— _ _ L Q (2.20)V(x,y,z) —
4 g VP x [fc! P d¤(E,n,C>}

l
Note that the Q now represents the strength (vorticity times thickness)

of the Vortex sheet rather than the vorticity in the domain. If the do-

_ main of the vorticity is assumed to be a vortex filament, the Velocity

formula becomes

(cos Bl — cos 62) EP (2'2l)

where the ep is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane formed, ac-

cording to right hand rule, by the vortex filament and the field point

P, and F is the constant circulation around the vortex filament. For
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further details, the reader may refer to the book by Karamcheti[l980].

This is the well known Bio-Savart law.

Had the problem been developed in two dimensions, the velocity in-

duced by the vortex sheet would be

v(x,y) = El; VP x [1cx(g,n) E £n(r) ds] (2*22)

where k is the unit vector in the z-direction out of the plane of motion

and the velocity induced by a vortex filament would be

EP (2.23)

More details of the development of velocity formulas can be found in

Karamcheti. We will use Equation 2.18 and Equations 2.20 - 2.23 to de-

velop the numerical schemes in the following chapters.
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III. UNSTEADY TWO·DIM£NSIONAL LIFTING FLOWS .

3.1 GENERAL ·

Here we develop a numerical method that can predict the aerodynamic

forces and the details of the flow past an airfoil executing arbitrary

two-dimensional maneuvers. The present method is based upon a continuous

distribution of vorticity over the surface. Such distributions of surface

singularities have been used to model steady flows (e.g.,Raj and

Gray[l978]), but the extension to unsteady flows has not been effected.

Here we describe one way in which this can be done. Unlike the earlier

schemes used to attack this problem, the present approach views the body

as moving through the air and poses the mathematical problem in terms of

a moving coordinate system attached to it. If the airfoil is deforming

with time, then the moving coordinate system is attached to a reference

configuration. The airfoil can execute arbitrary two·dimensional maneu-

vers.

The present approach provides an attractive alternative to the ear-

lier treatments of this same problem, being easy to formulate, easy to

use, and very accurate. Its accuracy stems from the fact that the basic

unknowns are primitive variables, the values of the potential-flow ve-

locity on the surface of the airfoil.

III. Unsteady Two-dimensional Lifting Flows
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3.2 BACKGROUND

The position and orientation of the moving frame are given by RA(t)

and 9(t) as shown in Figure 1. It follows that

E ·= §A + E (3.1)

where

E = X 1 + Y Ü

RA(t) = XA(t) 1 + YA(t) J

and

ic:) = xu) E + ye) E

Substantial differentiation of Equation 3.1 yields

V = VA + Ö x E + V (3.2)

where V is the Velocity of a fluid particle with respect to the fixed

reference frame (the absolute Velocity), V is the Velocity with respect

to the moving frame (the relative Velocity), VA is the absolute Velocity

of the origin of the moving frame, Q is the angular Velocity of the moving

frame (Q = dB/dt k), and r is the position of the fluid particle relative

to the moving frame.
l

When the airfoil moves, it sets the air in motion which creates

p Vorticity in the boundary layer on its surface. In an unsteady flow, the

distribution of this Vorticity changes, causing the circulation around

the airfoil to change. The Kelvin-Helmholtz theory of conservation of
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vorticity and experimental observations in an inviscid fluid dictate that

the change in circulation around the airfoil is matched by a change in

circulation around the wake of equal magnitute and opposite sign, that

vorticity enters the wake when it is shed from the trailing edge, and that

Vorticity is convected away from the airfoil at the local particle Ve-

locity.

Using the ideas of boundary-layer theory, one can readily verify that

the integral of curl V across the boundary-layer equals the Velocity of

the outer flow on the surface. The surface vorticity, equivalently sur-

face Velocity, is the unknown. Outside the boundary layer and wake the

flow is irrotational. The loads are computed from the pressure on the

surface, which is given by Bernoulli's equation. The form of Bernoul1i's

equation applicable to a moving frame is discussed next.

The potential function expressed in terms of R and t is denoted by

Ö, while the one in terms of r and t is denoted by ¢. Both potentials

describe the same Velocity field; thus,

.."‘ -
V = vR<1> = vr¢ (3.3)

Because r must change with time when R is constant, the time derivatives

are related by

gg-gg -6- (6A+6x;) (3**)

where |R indicates R is constant and II indicates r is constant. In a
fixed reference frame Bernoulli's equation has the form
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gg vz 3 _ (3.5)
at + 2 + P

— H(t)

where V is the magnitude of the velcity, p is the density, P is the

pressure, and H(t) is a spatially uniform function of time. At large

distances from the airfoil and its wake, P is constant and V is zero.

Hence, we let H(t)=P_/p a constant. Using this and Equation 3.4, one can

re-write Equation 3.5 as

8¢/St — V
•

(VA+ Ö x E) + V2/2 + P/p = P”/ p (3.6)

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables(denoted by aster-

isks)

- —
-v‘< — _ —=':

- _ —·k
(3_7)V — UCV , VA —

UCVA, Q - UCQ /LC

E = L ;*, and t = L t*/U
c c c

;z·. _
where UC and LC are a characteristic speed and a characteristic length.

Here we take LC to be the chord. Substituting these definitions into

Equation 3.6 and then dropping the asterisks in the result leads to

=
_

2CP (P P_)/(PUG /2)

= -2 gg + 2 V • (VA + V x E) — vz (3‘8)

Equation 3.8 is used to calculate the loads.

To obtain the surface Velocity, one must impose the no-penetration

boundary condition, a trailing-edge condition, and the requirement that
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the circulation around both airfoil and wake remain constant. These are

discussed next.

For the moving airfoil the no-penetration boundary condition takes

the form

(V-VS) •5=0 (3.9)

everywhere on the surface of the airfoil, where Vs is the absolute ve-

locity of a point in the surface of the airfoil, V is the velocity of the

fluid particle in contact with that point, and n is a vector normal to

the surface at that point. If the airfoil is considered a rigid body,

then VS is given by an expression of the form

VS = VA + Q x rs (3.10)

where rs is the relative position of the point in the surface. In gen-

eral, the velocity of a fluid particle can be expressed as

V = VB + Vw (3.11)

where VB is the velocity induced by the vorticity on the surface and Vw

is the velocity induced by the vorticity in the wake (For flows that ap-

pear steady in the moving frame, Vw = 0.). Using Equations 3.10 and 3.11,

one can re-write Equation 3.9 as

VB• n = (VA + Q x rs — Vw) • n (3.12)
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We require the pressures along the upper and lower surfaces to ap-

proach the same value at the trailing edge. This idea, of course, is

common to all models of lifting flows. In establishing the statement of

this requirement suitable for the present numerical scheme, we follow a

procedure similar to the one developed by Basu and Hancock[l978]. They

referred to unpublished correspondence with E.C.Maskell, and they noted

that earlier Giesing[l968] had arrived at essentially the same conclu-

sions. Recent experimental studies by Telionis and Poling[l984] seem to

support the conclusions. The ideas are discussed next.

In the potential-flow model of the actual flow, we assume that the

streamlines along the upper and lower surfaces, when viewed in the moving

reference frame, always merge at the trailing edge where separation oc-

curs. One must consider what is happening along each streamline. If the

trailing edge is not a cusp, then the situation there can be described

by one of the following:

(i) Both merging streamlines have a sharp bend, and the streamline
Q},.

emanating from the trailing edge passes outside the wedge formed

by the two tangents, as shown in Figure 2a. If this happens, the

speed along one of the merging streamlines (the bottom line in

Figure 2a) is infinite, while the speed along the other is zero

at the trailing edge.

(ii) Only one merging streamline has a sharp bend, the other is

smooth, and the streamline emanating from the trailing edge

is tangent to one side of the wedge, as shown in Figure 2b.

If this happens, the speed is zero on the bent streamline and

non-zero, but finite, on the other at the trailing edge. .
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(iii) Both merging streamlines have a sharp bend, and the streamline

emanating from the trailing edge remains inside the wedge, as

shown in Figure 2c. If this happens, the speed is zero on both

streamlines at the the trailing edge.

To see the impliciations of these possibilities, we apply

Bernoulli°s equation along the upper and lower surfaces. It follows from

Equation 3.8 that

_ ä_ _ (3.13)Cpu CPu ' 2 atwu °z)

+ vu= Ö x E)

where the subscripts l and u denote the lower and upper surfaces. The

requirement that C = C leads topl pu

QL _ 2 _ 2 — _ — — — — (3.14)2 at
— Vl Vu + 2(Vu V£)•(VA+ Q x r)

where F is the circulation around the airfoil. For circulation around

both airfoil and wake to remain constant, the rate of change of the cir-

culation around the wake must be the negative of that given by

Equation 3.14.

. Had the problem been posed in a fixed reference frame, Equation 3.14
4

would have been replaced by

QL _ 2 _ 2 (3.15)2 Gt
— vl Vu
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Equation 3.15.was given by Basu and Hancock as well as Telionis and Pol-

ing. Prandtl and Tietjens[l9S7] gave the right-hand side of Equation 3.15

as the expression for the addition of vorticity to the wake.

For case (i), Vu = 0 and V2 = ·; hence, Equation 3.14 suggests that

the rate of production of circulation is infinite. For case (ii), Vu =

0 and V2 = a nonzero, finite value; hence, Equation 3.14 suggests that

the rate of production of circulation is nonzero, but finite. For case

(iii), Vu =·Vß = 0; hence, Equation 3.14 suggests that the rate of pro-

duction of circulation is zero, F is constant.

The first case can be used to simulate the situation at the instant

of an impulsive start. After the sudden start and while conditions are

unsteady, the situation is modelled by the second case. The steady state

is modelled by the third case.

There is no inconsistency with the speed on the upper-surface

streamline differing from the speed on the lower-surface streamline at,

and downstream of, the point of merger. This is the potential-flow imi-

tation of the wake. There is no discontinuity in the pressure across the

wake if the vorticity is convected at the local particle velocity (e.g.,

Karamcheti[l980]).

In the case of a trailing-edge cusp, the streamlines have a sharp

bend at the trailing edge when the rate of change of circulation is in-

finite, and are tangent to the trailing-edge otherwise. When the rate

of change of circulation is nonzero, but finite, the speeds on the upper

and lower surfaces approach different values. When the rate of change

is zero, the speeds approach the same value. °

l
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3.3 PRESENT NUMERICAL SCHEME

The surface of the airfoil is approximated by a series of short

straight segments as shown in Figure 3. The ends of the segments, which

are called nodes, lie on the surface of the airfoil. The surface velocity

is approximated by a continuous function that varies linearly between the

nodes.

For steady flows, it has been found that the use of a piecewise

constant, discontinuous distribution of vorticity (or equivalently sur-

face velocity) can lead to inaccuracies such as oscillating values of the

vorticity on successive panels. Anderson[l984] discussed some of these

problems. The same problems occur in unsteady flows. The use of a lin-

early varying, continuous distribution of vorticity eliminates these

problems.

The main building blocks of the present method are the formulas for

the velocity fields induced by a linearly varying vortex sheet and a point

vortex. Referring to Figure 4, we can write the velocity components at

a point(x,y) as follows:

(Case 1) Vx = (1 — %)A8 - { £n(R) (3‘16)

Vy = (1 - %)£n(R) +.{A9 - 1

(Case 2) Vx = EAG + {£n(R) (3'l7)

vy = %£n(R) - {A8 + 1
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where

A9 = tan-1[(1 - 6)/(Y)1 - ¤¤¤'1(— 61
2 2 y

and

= (2-x)* + X2 1/2 (3.18)R { x2+y2 }

For the vortex core having the clockwise circulation Zw, the Velocity

field is _

_ _ - x (3.19)V2·;*—?Ä7 6**** V, *22=+,,¤

Next the procedure for general unsteady flows is described. It

follows from Equation 3.14 and the requirement of constant circulation

around both airfoil and wake that, during a small time interval At, a

vortex having approximately the circulation

2-"'-_1 2_ 2 —_—,— — - (3.26)Afw - 2 {Vß Vu + 2(Vu Vß) (VA+ Q x r)}At

is added to the wake. With the present method this Vortex is modelled

as a discrete point, or core. One is formed at each time step. These

cores are convected away from the trailing edge of the airfoil at the

local particle Velocity and constitute the wake. Instead of using

Equation 3.20 directly, the present method imitates conditions at the

trailing edge by setting both Vu and Vz equal to zero and placing a core

of unknown strength there.
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The values of Vu and V2 are consistent with the requirement for
steady flow around airfoils of non-zero trailing-edge angle. As the nu-

merical examples in the next section show, this is also the proper choice

for airfoils with a trailing-edge cusp.

In a recent study, Duffy, Czajkowski, and Jaran[1984], who consid-

ered a sinusoidally oscillating flat plate, arrived at a result equivalent

to Equation 3.20. They used a finite-element representation of the plate,

which is essentially a two—dimensional version of the vortex-lattice

method. They represented the wake with discrete vortex cores, as we do,

but they did not convect these cores at the local particle velocity.

Instead, they moved the cores at the velocity of the undisturbed free

stream. As a result, their wakes are always flat and parallel to the free

stream.

The no-penetration boundary condition, Equation 3.12, is only im-

posed at discrete times and discrete points. There is one point in each

element, called the control point, where this condition is enforced. It

lies on the straight segment midway between the nodes. The normal to the

surface is approximated by the perpendicular to the straight segment.

Using Equations 3.16 — 3.19, one can develop an influence matrix and

replace Equation 3.12 with the following:

N ---- -
jil Aij Xj + TiFTE = (VA + Q x ri- Vwi)

• ni (3.21)

for i = 1,2, - - - ,N—l. There are N nodes and N-1 segments.
Aij

is the

normal component of the velocity at the control point of element i induced

by unit surface velocity at node j, and Xj is the unknown value of the
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surface speed at node j. Ti is the normal component of Velocity induced
l

by a discrete Vortex core of unit circulation at the trailing edge, and

FTE is the unknown circulation around the core at the trailing edge. Vwi
is the Velocity induced by all the cores in the wake except the one at

the trailing—edge. ni is the unit Vector perpendicular to the surface

of element i.

In addition to Equation 3.21, there is the condition at the trailing

edge

Kl(or Vß) = XN(or Vu) = 0 (3.22)

and the condition of constant circulation around airfoil and wake

-..M
l

fc V • dr +-2 Fi= O (3.23)
1=1

where c is a path around the airfoil through the trailing edge and Fi are

theééirculations around the M cores making up the wake. The integral is

evaluated explicitly on the basis of a linear distribution of Vorticity

(or surface speed).

Equations 3.21 - 3.23 form a system of N + 2 equations for N + 1

unknowns (the Ki and FTE). Hence, we obtain the unknowns by an opti-

mization technique (see Appendix B). Specifically, we minimize the sum

of the squares of the errors of Equation 3.21 subject to the three

equality constraints given by Equations 3.22 - 3.23.

After the unknowns have been obtained, the wake is convected. Then

the unknowns are obtained again. This procedure can be repeated indefi-
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nitely. All one needs to start the procedure is a set of initial condi-

tions (i.e., positions and circulations for the cores in the wake).

To convect all the cores in the wake except the one at the trailing

edge, we use

¥(t + Ac) = ¥(t) + V [r(t)]At (3.24)

Initially, for the core at the trailing edge, we used

§(c + At) = ¥(»:) + V [Eu + At)]At (3.25)

Here V[r(t)] denotes the Velocity at the position r(t). Equation 3.25

is satisfied by iteration; it was used to avoid calculating the Velocity

at the trailing edge. However, a comparison of the results from both

Equations 3.24 and 3.25 to convect the core at the trailing edge showed

little difference and hence Equation 3.24 is used in the following.

In earlier treatments, Giesing[l968] and Basu and Hancock[1978]

solved for the strengths of the sources and Vorticity, instead of solving

for the surface Velocity at the nodes, as one does with the present

method. Then they calculated the surface Velocity at the control points.

Giesing used a predictor-corrector scheme to convect the cores in

the wake. For the small step sizes used here, we found very little dif-

ference between the results obtained by the two procedures. All the re-

sults presented here are based on Equations 3.24 and 3.25.

Equation 3.19 is used to calcualte the Velocity field generated by

the wake. These expressions have an algebraic singularity; hence, fol-
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lowing the usual practice, we introduce a cutoff length. Whenever the .

distance between the field point and the core is less than the cutoff

length, the contribution of that core is ignored. For all the present

calculations the cutoff length is twice the chord devided by the number

of elements. Numerical experimentation has shown that the results depend

upon the cutoff length, but there is a range of cutoff for which the re-

sults are very nearly constant. The present choice lies in this range.

3.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

3.4.1 STEADY FLOWS

The dual purpose of considering steady flows is to establish the

trailing-edge condition, for both cusp and nonzero wedge angle, and to

demonstrate the accuracy of the present scheme. For steady flow, Vw =

0, 9 = 0 and VA = u, a unit vector of constant direction. We consider

Karman;Trefftz airfoils defined by

_ n _ n n_ _ nZ — ZT((C + CT) + (C CT) }/((C + CT) (C CT) } (3-26)

Equation 3.26 transforms a unit circle in the C—plane onto an airfoil in

the z—p1ane. zT is the point at the trailing edge of the airfoil and CT

is its image. Some discussion of these airfoils can be found in

Karamcheti. The trailing-edge angle is related to the exponent I1 ac-

cording to
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B = ( 2 — n )n (3.27)

The special case of n = 2 yields a Joukowski airfoil, which has a cusp

at the trailing edge.

For steady flows, Equation 3.21 is modified by setting
FTE

and Vwi

equal to zero, and Equation 3.23 is dropped. We consider two possibil-

ities for treating the trailing edge: (1) Vu + V2 = O and (2)

Equation 3.22. For the former, we can eliminate one unknown and use

Equation 3.21, directly; the number of unknowns is the same as the number

of equations. For the latter, we can eliminate two unknowns; the number

of equations is one more than the number of unknowns, and we use an op-

timization scheme. Either condition is the equivalent of the so-called

Kutta condition and leads to a unique value of the circulation around the

airfoil.

Raj and Gray set Vß = Vu = 0, but then, instead of using an opti-

mization scheme, they simply ignored one of the control points. Such a

scheme is also described by Anderson[l984]. This scheme raises the

question of which control point to ignore. The results can vary consid-

erably, depending on the choice. The present scheme eliminates the need

to make such a choice, though one can arbitrarily weight the squares of

the normal components at the control points and hence introduce some ar-

bitrariness. In all the present results, the weighting is uniform.

The results for the first way of treating the trailing edge are given

in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. In Table 3-1 the value of n in Equation 3.27 is

1.95. For a small number of elements, the results are encouraging. But

clearly as the number of elements increases, the trend is wrong; Vu and
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Vß change sign and are inconsistent with physical demands. The situation

is worse when n = 2, as the results in Table 3-2 show. For a non-cusp

trailing edge, the values of Vu and V2 should be zero. For a cusp trailing

edge these values are not expected to be zero, but here the signs of Vu

and VZ are inconsistent with the requirement of smooth flow from the

trailing edge and there clealy is no indication of convergence.

The problem stems from the fact that the elements near the trailing

edge become more nearly coincident as the number of elements increases,

and the results become vulnerable to round-off error. As a consequence,

the trailing edge is better modelled as a single element that merges the

vortex sheets on the upper and lower surfaces and has zero combined

vorticity at the trailing edge. Without any modifications to accomodate

the cusp and without experiencing any numerical problems, the second way

of treating the trailing edge, which sets Vu = Vß = 0 and uses optimiza-

tion, can in effect accomplish the merger.

In Tables 3-3 and 3-4, numerical results obtained by the second way

of treating the trailing edge and the exact solution for n = 1.95 and n

= 2 are given. The results indicate that the numerical solution converges

to the exact solution as the number of elements increases. For the cusp

the present results and the exact solution are in close agreement every-

where except at the trailing edge. These results suggest that the present

scheme is capable of producing a very accurate approximation to the sol-

ution of potential-flow problem. The second way of treating the trailing

edge is used for the remainder of the examples. The lift is accurately

predicted by both methods because the effect of the irregularity at the

trailing edge cancels. Using a total of only eight elements to model both
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the upper and lower surfaces, the present procedure predicts the lift to

within five percent.

As a second example, we consider an NACA 23012 airfoil at various

angles of attack. The experimental pressure measurements are compared

with the predictions of the present method in Figure 5. The agreement

is generally quite good; however, in part (e) the data suggest the pres-

ence of a separation bubble, which is not modelled by the present ap-

proach. In Figure 6 experimental and numerical results are shown for the

same airfoil in the presence of an external airfoil flap. Here

Equation 3.22 is imposed at both trailing edges. There is interaction

between the two airfoils. The no-penetration condition on each airfoil

simultaneously accounts for the disturbance created by both. Again the

agreement is quite good. This suggests that the present method correctly

captures the aerodynamic interference.

3.4.2 UNSTEADY FLOWS

The time-dependent loads are obtained by integrating the pressure

over the surface. The velocity potential ¢ is obtained by numerically

evaluating a line integral.q Several different paths from the same

starting point and several different starting points were used to check

the results. A finite-difference formula is used to obtain the derivative

of ¢ with respect to time. In Table 3-5 the potentials at two adjacent

nodes _on an airfoil computed by numerical integration (Gauss-Legendre

formula) are compared with the theoretical values for the steady case.

In the computation, the position of infinity is chosen as ten chord
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lengths from the point on the airfoil perpendicular to the motion of the

airfoil (see Figure 7). This choice is based on the fact that the com-

puted velocity at the position of infinity is different by less than one

percent of the characteristic speed. Convergence is shown clearly with

the number of elements. For the unsteady case, the circulation around

the airfoil and cores in the wake for the impulsively started airfoil was

computed by a line integral and the result was found to be nearly zero.

In the first example, a symmetric Karman-Trefftz airfoil is advanc-

ing at a constant speed while executing a sinusoidal heaving motion. The

angle 6 is always zero and

YA(t) = 0.018 sin wt (3.28)

These conditons imitate the experiment of Bratt[l953]. For Figure 8, w

= 4.3, which is the smaller of the two reduced frequencies considered by

Bratt. 20, 40, and 80 elements are used in Figure 8a, b, and c, respec-

tivelyi As the number of elements increases, the time step correspond-

ingly* decreases and the cores in the wake become more densely packed.

The time step is chosen to be approximately the length of time required

for a fluid particle, moving at the characteristic speed, to travel the

length of the element on the lower surface at the trailing-edge. There

appears to be convergence. In part c, the discrete cores in the wake are

so densely packed that near the trailing edge the graphical representation

resembles a continuous line. Similar results are shown in Figure 9 for

w = 17, the larger of the two frequencies considered in the experiment.

The results in both figures are in good qualitative agreement with the
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smoke visualization of the flow by Bratt[l9S3], the numerical results

obtained earlier by Giesing[l968], and the semi-analytical results of

Katz and Weihs[1978] for a flat plate.

Attempts to model the wake with continuous elements of vorticity were

generally unsuccessful and certainly not robust, as the present approach

is. Figures 8 and 9 clearly show the problem: continuous elements are

not able to produce the clustering shown in these figures. From the ex-

periment it appears that vorticity does concentrate, and hence this

clustering of discrete vortex cores is likely an accurate imitation of

the actual flow.

There are many closely packed cores in the wake so that the Velocity

field they generate is quite smooth very near the wake. Consequently,

the predicted effect of the wake on the wing is most likely accurate.

One would expect the accuracy to be poorest near the trailing edge.

In Figure 10 the lift, moment, drag, circulation, and position are

shown as functions of time for the lower of the two frequencies. These

results show that the loads are not in phase with each other or the mo-

tion. It is interesting to see that the mean value of the drag is nega-

tive, indicating that the pumping action of the airfoil produces a small

thrust. The loads and circulation converge rapidly as the number of el-

ements increases. In Figure ll, lift, moment, drag and circulation are

plotted. as functions of position in the y-direction for the same fre-

quency. Hysteresis is clearly evident.

In the second example, a symmetric Karman·Trefftz airfoil is

impulsively started and then moved forward at constant Velocity and fixed

angle 8. In Figure 12 the streamlines and positions of cores in the wake
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are shown. In Figure 12a, the motion has just started, and the wake

consists of only one vortex core at the trailing edge. The situation

after many time steps is shown in Figure 12b. The results in Figure 12

closely resemble the figures in the texts by Karamcheti[l980] and Prandtl

and Tietjens[l957]. Further numerical experiments showed that the re-

sults converged rapidly as the number of elements increased.

In Figure 13, the lift, moment, drag, and circulation are shown as

functions of the distance travelled. The zero position corresponds to

the instant the first core forms at the trailing edge; hence circulation

is not zero there. It is interesting to note the large initial values

of the loads. The small wiggles near the position where minimum lift

occurs are most likely a numerical aberration caused by the use of dis-

crete cores. The drag decreases monotonically, but the lift and pitching

moment about the nose of the airfoil first decrease rapidly and then grow

slowly. The minimum value of lift and moment occur when the airfoil has

travelled approximately one tenth chord. Graham[l983] predicted similar

behavior for the lift. The present results for lift are compared with

those of Basu and Hancock[1978], Giesing[1968], and Wagner[1925] in Fig-

ure 14a. Only the present results predict the large initial loads.

Shortly after the start, all are in close agreement in spite of the fact

that Wagner°s results are for a flat plate and the others are for thick

airfoils. In Figure 14b, the present results for drag are compared with

those of Basu and Hancock. The reason for the difference is not known.

In Figure 15, the present results are compared with the experimental

data of Walker (Walker's data can be found in the text by Goldstein[l965])

and the analytical results of Wagner for a flat plate. In the experiment,
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a symmetric R.A.F. 30 airfoil was placed in a long towing tank. The

airfoil was started suddenly in an attempt to create an impulsive start

and then moved at constant speed. The angle of attack was 7.5 degrees.

Oil drops that were suspended in the water and illuminated by a bright

light were photographed. Exposures of known, short duration yielded the

Velocity field. The circulation was obtained by evaluation of a line

integral around the airfoil. The present results are for a symmetric

Karman-Trefftz airfoil having the same thickness as the R.A.F. 30.

In Figure 16, the effect of thickness is shown to retard the build·up

of lift and circulation. In Figure 17, the effect of angle of attack is

shown to produce a similar effect. The distortion of the curve for higher

angles of attack shortly after the motion starts is due to the nonlinear

effect of the wake deformations. It is interesting to see the two curves

in part (b) cross each other once shortly after the motion starts. The

reason is not known.

The final example is an impulsively started airfoil with flap. These

are the same airfoil and flap used in the static examples. For the pur-

pose of illustrating the nature of this problmn, we suppose that the

number of nodes on the main airfoil is the same as that on the flaps, N

nodes and N — 1. elements. Equation 3.21 forms a system of 2N - 2

equations; the trailing-edge constraints, Equation 3.22, yield four ad-

ditional equations; and the requirement that the circulations around both

airfoils and their wakes remain constant gives two more. There is a total

of 2N + 4 equations and 2N + 2 unknowns (the Xi on both and
FTE for both).

Again the optimization scheme is used, the trailing-edge condition and

the requirement of constant circulation being treated as constraints.
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In Figure 18 the development of the wake with time is shown. The

vorticity from the airfoil is drawn down very near the surface of the

flap, and the two wakes appear to merge at the trailing edge of the flap.

In Figure 19, the computed steamlines are shown at the instant the first

cores form at the trailing edges and in the steady state. Figure 19b

corresponds to the numerical data in Figure 6.

ka·.
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IV. THREE—DIMENSIONAL NONLIFTING PROBLEM

4.1 GENERAL

In the past two decades, various extensions of the panel methods that

utilize a distribution of singularities over the body surfaces have been

developed, and the number of flow situations that can be handled has

continually increased.

Here we are concerned with flows past arbitrary three dimensional

nonlifting bodies. We develop two numerical methods based on triangular

elements whose three nodes lie exactly on the actual body surface. The

use of flat triangular elements eliminates the need to transfer the

evaluation of velocity from the actual to an approximating surface as well

as the openings between elements which cause some divergence problems in

many doublet panel methods. One method utilizes a linear source dis-

tribution over a curved element while the other uses a linear vorticity

distribution over a flat element.

The source panel method based on a flat element is a special case

of the method based on a curved element and is readily obtained from the

latter. The source panel method based on curved elements is developed

in a way similar to the advanced panel—type method by Johnson and

Rubbert[l975]. There are some major differences, though, such as the way

the approximating surface and the shape of panel are determined.

In order to eliminate the openings between elements, the vorticity

panel method is developed based on the flat elements. Some ways to
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eliminate two major difficulties arising from the discretization of the

surface of the body are discussed in the following.

Yen, Mook, and Nayfeh[l980] used the Lagrange multiplier method to

treat the equations from the conservation conditions. The additional

constraint equations from the conservation conditions can create a stor-

age problem as well as render the influence matrix ill-posed. Since the

number of additional equations is the same as the number of equations from

the boundary conditions, the storage problem may be serious, especially

for three-dimensional problems. Moreover the conservation matrix has all

zero entries except those which correspond to the global node numbers of

the particular elements. In addition, depending on the discretization

scheme of the surface of the body, all the constraint equations are not

independent. This produces a singular matrix when one uses the Lagrange

multiplier method. There seems to be no systematic way of finding the

dependent equations and eliminating them. The least—squares optimization

scheme for both the influence matrix and the conservation matrix resolves

both;problems: the storage problem and the problem of an ill-conditioned

matrix.

Because of the tangency condition, the vorticity must be tangent to

the surface of the body. This condition cannot be satisfied over the

discretized surface of the body because the slope of the surface is not

continuous along the edges of elements. This implies that the vorticity

along the edges of elements loses continuity on assembly. This problem

is overcome by introducing a scheme of rotation. The vorticity lying on

an element rotates onto the plane of the neighboring element as soon as
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it crosses the border while keeping its magnitude. In this sense the

tangency condition is satisfied all over the surface.

In this chapter, two panel methods are developed and their computed

results about various bodies are compared.

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

The surface of the body is divided into a finite number of triangular

elements (see Figure 20(a)). Using triangular elements, we ensure that

the three nodes of the element lie on the surface exactly. Surface

singularity functions are approximated by linear functions. Introducing

the local coordinates (Figure 20(b)), we then express the approximating

function over an triangular element in terms of linear interpolation

functions and nodal values. In the following we develop two methods: a

piecewise continuous (linear) source panel method and a piecewise con-

tinuous (linear) vorticity panel method.

4.2.1 SOURCE FORMULATION

In Chapter 2, the boundary-integral formula for velocity* was ob-

tained as follows:

—
- '
_
ä VP[ fc! S( n Crd¤( vu C 1 (4 1)
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Using this formula, we seek the velocity induced by an element. First,

the real curved surface is approximated by a paraboloidal surface defined

as follows:

¤D0—C =
¤·={(£—A0)“

+ k(¤·B0)’} (4-2)

where s,k,A0,BO and DO are parameters to be determined. We determine them
by forcing the simulated surface to fit the real surface best in the

least-squares sense under the assumption of weakly nonlinear geometry.

Note that the special case of a flat element is obtained by setting s =

0 in Equation 4.2. The details are given in Appendix D.

The linear source distribution over an element is approximated and

expressed in terms of linear interpolation functions and nodal values of

sources in the following way:

3S(E,n,C) = · (4-3)

where $1 is the linear interpolation function at the i-th node of a tri-

angular element and Si is the nodal value of source strength (see

Reddy[l984]). Substituting Equations 4.2 and 4.3 into Equation 4.1 and

carrying out the integration under the assumption of weakly‘ nonlinear

geometry, we obtain explicit expressions for the potential and the ve-

locity components. For the details of this development, see Appendix E.

Then, the velocity potential can be expressed as:

3 3
E (4.4)

1 1
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The ai, bi and ci are the coefficients of interpolation functions. ¢l,
¢2 and ¢3 represent the potential for constant source strength, the po-

tential for linear source distribution in the x-direction and the poten-

tial for linear source distribution in the y-direction respectively. The

Velocity is then obtained by taking the gradient of the potential and

dropping the summation notations:

Vx= Si(ai3¢l/8x + bi8¢2/8x + ci8¢3/8x) E Siööi/8x

Vy= Si(ai3¢l/By + bi8¢2/By + ci8¢3/By) E Siöéi/By (4.5)

Vz= Si(ai8¢l/82 + bi8¢2/32 + ci3¢3/3z) E Siöéi/az

These are the required equations. The Velocity induced by an element at

its own control point is calculated by taking the limit of these formulas.

The evaluation of the formulas in Equation 4.5 is quite

time-consuming. The complicated nature of these formulas stems from the

fact that they account for the effects of all the details of the geometry.

It is not difficult to imagine that if a field point under consideration

is far from the element, the details of the geometry are not important

and. the potential and Velocity at that point depend mainly on certain

overall parameters. It is natural to consider an approximation by means

of a multipole expansion. For the far-field Velocity formulas, Appendix

F may be consulted.
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4.2.2 VORTICITY FORMULATION

We begin with the velocity formula developed in Chapter 2.

— _ 1 Ö(§,n,c)d¤(§,n,C) (4-6)V(x,y,z) - 4 F curlp fc! I

The vorticity is approximated by linear interpolation functions over

a flat element as follows:/
O

T(E,¤,C) = (Tkxi (4-7)

where T is the vorticity lying on the surface of an element and
Tkx

and

Tky are the vorticity components at elementary node k.

From the Figure 21, it is evident that vorticity tangent to one el-

ement cannot also be tangent to a neighboring element unless they are

coplanar. The tangency condition of vorticity at a point on the surface

is determined by the normal unit vector at that point (see Appendix A).

Here we introduce two normal unit vectors, a lobal normal unit
„6al§

vector and a local normal unit vector. The formélfäs a unit vector normal
to the body surface and is obtained by taking the average of the normal

unit vectors of all the elements that share the point where the normal

unit vector is evaluated. The local normal unit vector is a unit vector

normal to an element where the point lies.

_ From the definition of two normal unit vectors, it is clear that,

in general, two vectors are the same except when these stand on the edges

of elements. In other words, there exist two normal unit vectors on the
V”
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edges of elements and they are used separately depending on the view-

points, either global or local viewpoint.

The difference between two normal unit vectors along the edges of

elements causes the discontinuity of the unknown vorticity vector there.

In order to eliminate this problem of discontinuity of vorticity, a unique

scheme is developed to rotate the vorticity vector across the edges of

elements. In other words, the vorticity tangent to an element rotates

and becomes tangent to another element as soon as it crosses the border

of the two elements. This means that a vorticity vector at a point on

the border can be viewed differently depending upon the element under

consideration. In this way, the continuity of vorticity is satisfied.

Since the unknown vorticities are located at nodes(i.e., border of ele-

ments), the nodal vorticities must be rotated on assembly. Thus, the

relationship between unrotated and rotated vorticities at a node must be

known.

In the following the relationship between two vectors will be derived

in the local coordinates (see Figure 22). We begin with the tangency

condition. This condition states that the vorticity vector must be tangent

to the surface and is expressed as follows:

/
N • w = O _

or

Nxwx + Nywy + NZwz= 0 (4.8)

where N and w are a normal unit vector and a vorticity vector, respec-

tively. Here, we note that only two components are independent among the
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three of the vorticity vector. Therefore, the z-component of the vorticity

can be expressed in terms of the other two components as:

wz = · (Nxwx + Nywy)/NZ (4.9)

where NZ is not equal to zero.

As a first condition of continuity, the magnitude of the vorticity

should be preserved.

1·*+T“=w*+«»*+«„= (4.10)x y x y z

In addition the rotated vorticity should lie on the Nw—plane to retain

its sense on the surface.

F1xT=¤Ex5
or

§ Tx = c(wx-
Nxwz/NZ) and Ty = c(wy- Nywz/NZ) (4.11)

where the c is a scaler factor to be determined. From Equations 4.10 and

4.11 with Equation 4.8, it follows that

c = w / J wz + (wz/NZ)!
4

(4.12)

where w is the magnitude of the vorticity. Substituting Equation 4.9 into

Equation 4.11 yields the components of the rotated vorticity expressed

in terms of two components of unrotated vorticity as:
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Tx = c(Allwx + Alzwy) and Ty = c(A2lwx + Azzwy) (4.13)
where

= zAll 1 + (NX/NZ)

=
2 2A12 NxNy/Nz A21

and

= z
A22 1 + (Ny/NZ)

Substituting Equation 4.7 into Equation 4.6 and carrying out the

integral, we obtain the Velocity formula in terms of the rotated Vorticity

vector in the local coordinates.

V = - Tkyöök/3z i + Tkxöék/öz j + (Tkyöök/8x - Tkxöék/By) k (4.14)

where the i, j and k are orthogonal unit Vectors in x, y and z—directions,

respectively. For details of the development of the Velocity formula,

the reader may refer to the underlined parts in Appendix E. Substituting

Equation 4.13 into Equation 4.14 , we can express the Velocity in terms

of the global Vorticity components as:

Vx:Vy=

c (Akllwkx + Akl2wky)3§k/az (4.15)

VZ: c{(Ak21wkx+(Ak11wkx+where

c is known from Equation 4.12. These are the required equations

for the Vorticity panel method. The Velocity formula in Equation 4.15
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can be transformed to the global coordinates. After transformation, the

tangency condition should be used again because there appear again all

three components of the voticity. Note that the tangency condition in

the global coordinates must be used case by case depending upon the mag-

nitude of the components of the global normal unit vector at the node.

Since the vorticity, w, is approximated by a linear function the

divergenceless field of vorticity will be violated unless we force the

approximated vorticity to satisfy the condition. This will produce as

many subsidiary conditions as the number of elements on the surface.

O E div T = (öwk/8x)Tkx + (awk/8y)Tky

= c [(A1lbk+ A2lck)wkx + (Al2bk+ A22ck)wky] (4.16)

We refer to this equation as the conservation equation. Again the

divergenceless conditions can be transformed to the global coordinates

on assembly.

4.2.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions are satisfied at only a finite number of

control points (centroid of each element). By applying the no-penetration

conditions at each control point on assembly, one can develop the influ-

ence matrix in the following form:

P., .= . 4.171JxJ Q1 ( )
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for i = 1,2, --- ,NEM (number of elements) and j = 1,2, --- ,NN (number

of nodes) for source formulation or j = 1,2, --- ,NN2 (twice the number

of nodes) for vorticity formulation. xj represents the unknown

singularity strength at j-th node.

For the vorticity formulation, the divergenceless condition over

each element gives the conservation matrix.

C,. x. = 0 (4.18)1J J

for i = 1,2, ·-- ,NEM and j = 1,2, --- , NN2. This matrix has only a few

non-zero entries for each index i. Moreover not all these equations may

be independent.

The system is over-determined in the source formulation and

under-determined with subsidiary conditions in the vorticity formulation.

In order to solve these systems, we introduce a least squares method (see

Appendix B). In both formulations, we optimize the errors in the
V

no-penetration boundary condition. In addition, the conservation condi-

tion in the vorticity formulation is handled either by using the Lagrange _

multiplier method or by including this in the least squares optimization.

In this thesis, we use the least squares method for both conditions unless

otherwise mentioned. This scheme actually serves two purposes; it uses

much less storage than the Lagrange multiplier method and it eliminates

the possibility of the ill-conditioned matrix that may occur from de-

pendence of some constraint equations. This dependence of some constraint

equations on each other is almost impossible to find in general. We

further reduce the storage need by introducing another scheme, which
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constructs the optimized influence matrix without constructing the

intermediate matrices; the influence matrix and the conservation matrix.

Once the optimized influence matrix is obtained, the unknowns are

readily obtained by any standard procedure. But the procedure of rotating

the vorticity at the nodes on the surface renders the problem nonlinear

in the vorticity formulation. Thus the problem is solved iteratively in

this case starting with initial guesses. The obvious initial guess for

the factor c in Equation 4.12 is unity.

4.2.4 CALCULATION OF LOADS

For the source formulation, the Velocity at a point in the flow field

is calculated by using the Velocity formula with known source distrib-

utions. For the vorticity formulation, the surface Velocity is directly

related to the surface vorticity by the following relationship (see

Karamcheti):
Lw,

AV E VT- VB = Q x n (4.19)

where VT and VB are velocities on the upper and lower surfaces of the

vortex sheet, respectively. Note that the jjliäity of the lower surface
{LL

is zero if the lower surface belongs to a^body. Therefore the surface

Velocity has the same magnitude as the surface vorticity and is perpen-

dicular to the surface vorticity. _
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The pressure distributions on the surface of the body are readily

obtained from Bernoulli°s equation. The nondimensionalized pressure,

(i.e., the pressure coefficient) is defined as:

cp E (P - P_>/(pvr*/2> = (1 — V2/Vrz) (4-20)

where the reference velocity is the velocity of the body under consider-

ation. The forces and moments acting on the body are obtained by inte-

grating the known pressure distributions if necessary.

4.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to determine the accuracy of the present methods, the sur-

face velocity distributions for various body shapes are calculated. The

numerical results then are compared with exact analytic solutions as well

as the numerical results obtained by others.

In addition, the effect of the geometric nonlinearity is examined

by comparing the results with and without the geometric nonlinearity for

the source formulation. The geometric nonlinearity is eliminated by

letting s in Equation 4.2 equal zero.

In Figure 23, we show two typical discretized surfaces of

axi-symmetric bodies: a sphere and an oblate spheroid. In Table 4-1, the

numerical results obtained from the present methods are compared to one

another for the same number of elements and the same shape of

discretization of a sphere. Table 4-1(a) shows that the curved panel

method converges to the exact solution faster than the flat panel method
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for the source formulation. Moreover, the vorticity panel method con-

V verges even faster than the source curved-panel method. It is surprising

to see that the vorticity panel method yields almost the exact solution

at the top of the sphere with only 48 elements. In the computation no

attempt has been made to obtain better results by varying the spacings

of the panels. Equal spacings were used. The velocities were calculated

at nodal points which lie exactly on the actual surface of the body. The

results for the vorticity panel method in Table 4-l(a) are obtained by

solving the optimized influence matrix (optimization of only the influ-

ence matrix) under the constraint equations from the conservation condi-

tion with the use of Lagrange°s multiplier method. In Table 4-1(b), the

results from the vorticity panel method are computed by solving the op-

timized matrix (optimization of both the influence and conservation ma-

trices). The results compare well with those in Table 4-1(a) and justify

the present optimization scheme. In what follows the computed results

are basd on the second scheme: optimization of both the influence and

conservation matrices.

In Figures 24 - 26, we show the convergence of the velocity dis-

tributions over a sphere computed by the present methods as the number

of elements increases. Comparing the three results, we can conclude, in

general, that including the effect of the weakly nonlinear geometry ac-

celerates the convergence of the numerical solutions to the exact solution

as the number of elements used for the source formulation increases. The

vorticity panel method shows even faster convergence than the source panel

method. Hess and Smith[l962] used 4320 quadrilateral elements to obtain

similar accuracy. Further investigation (not shown in this thesis) of
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convergence with the number of elements used confirmed the conclusions

stated above for most of the cases tried.

In addition, it was found that the source flat panel method has some

difficulties in accurately predicting the velocity distributions near the

region of high velocity gradient. The curved panel method appears to

yield fairly good results even in this region. The cases tried are a

prolate spheroid with fineness ratio 1/10, an oblate spheroid with

fineness ratio 10, and various types of ellipsoids. For a prolate

spheroid with 2640 elements, the planar source panel method yields only

2 computed values with more than 0.5 % error, and the rest of them have

much less than 0.1 %. The curved source panel method achieved almost the

same accuracy with 1104 elements.

In Figure 27, the effect of element spacings is demonstrated for a

prolate spheroid by using the vorticity panel method. Distributing more

elements for high velocity gradient region clearly gives better results.

In Figure 28, the extremely stable convergence of the vorticity panel

method with respect to the number of elements used is demonstrated by

calculating the velocity distributions over one of the most difficult

shapes to treat, an oblate spheroid with finess ratio 10. These results

again confirm the advantages of the vorticity panel method over other

methods in which the unknowns are not the primitive variables.
A

In Figure 29, we compare the velocities computed by the present flat

source panel method with the exact solution along various contours of an

ellipsoid with major axes ratios 1 : 2 : 0.5. The agreement is generally

quite good; except the computed results for z·onset flow in Figure 29(b)

show some deviation from the exact solution. In Figure 29(b) the results
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computed by the present curved panel method are also shown. The present
V

curved source panel method shows better agreement than the flat source

panel method.

For the far-field Velocity calcualtion, we use the approximate in-

duced Velocity formulas in Appendix F in two forms. In one, they are used

exactly as they stand, which is equivalent to replacing the triangular

element by point sources and point quadrupoles. In the second, only the

point source terms are retained. The criterion that determines the form .

of the approximate equations is the ratio of the distance between that

point and the centroid of the triangular element to some characteristic

dimension of the triangular element (in our case, the length of the

largest edge of the element). If this ratio is larger than a certain

prescribed number, the triangle is replaced by' a point source and a

quadrupole, unless the ratio is also larger than a second prescribed

number, in which case the triangle is replaced by a point source alone.

A number of cases are tested by comparing the Velocities computed by the

approximate formulas for a Variety of triangular shapes having

unit source strength at all three nodes. In Figures 30 and 31 we show

two typical results.

The local coordinates are (0,0), (0.5,1), (2,0). The centroid of
‘

the element is chosen as the center of the expansion. Thus the dipole

terms are identically zero (for details, see Appendix F). From the ex-

tensive tests, we choose the factors 2.0 and 3.0 in order to keep the

error less than 2 %. The error is evaluated by dividing the difference

between the exact and approximate speeds by the exact value. For the

curved element, the parameter s in Equation 4.2is chosen to be 0.1332 from
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the maximum allowable criterion we have chosen (see Appendix D). Even

though the 2 % error looks too big, it does not cause any significant

computational error because the actual contribution from an element far

from the point is much smaller than from an element near the point. The

extensive numerical experiments also confirmed this fact.

Since the basic Velocity formulas are same for both the source and

vorticity formulation, the statement about the multipole expansion also

applies to the vorticity formulation.
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V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL LIFTING PROBLEM

5.1 GENERAL

In the previous chapter, two numerical schemes were developed based

on source and vorticity distributions to handle the nonlifting potential

flows about arbitrary three dimensional bodies. The accuracy and sta-

bility of the vorticity formulation were shown to be far superior to the

source formulations. Here we make the natural extension of the methods

developed in the previous chapters to lifting bodies. Particular interest

will be in small-aspect-ratio lifting bodies for which nonlinear re-

lationships exist between aerodynamic forces and angles of attack. Some

typical lifting bodies are wings of aircrafts and missiles and rudders

of ships and submarines. Many of today's military aircraft and missiles

designed for supersonic flight employ highly swept delta and delta-like

wings of small aspect ratio which are typically thin. Also hang-gliders

and the sails of the boats have the delta shape with negligible thickness.

The rudders of ships and submarines have typically low·aspect—ratio rec-

tangular shapes and employ streamlined section shape.

Many methods have been developed to predict the aerodynamic forces

and flow details over small-aspect-ratio wings in the past. But the

continuous vorticity panel methods have not been utilized extensively

compared to other methods. The probable reason may be attributed to the

two major difficulties mentioned in Chapter 1.
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In this chapter we will develop two numerical methods based on con-

tinuous vorticity distributions: one for thin lifting, but not neces-

sarily planar, bodies and the other for thick lifting bodies. Both

methods account for vortex sheet separations along the sharp edges. It

is assumed that no vortex breakdown occurs in. our approach. In the

present analysis the lifting surfaces are modelled with bound vortex

sheets and the wakes are modelled with free vortex filaments. This com-

bination of vortex sheets and vortex filaments makes the present scheme

quite attractive over other methods. First, continuous vorticity' dis-

tributions over the lifting surfaces make it possible to predict accu-

rately continuous pressure distributions. Secondly, the use of vortex

filaments in the wakes makes it possible to capture the tight rolling-up

of the separated vortex sheet without any major problems.

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

é;5ince most of the development in Chapter 4 can be applied to this

chapter, we will explain only what is needed to model the lifting sur-

faces. The description will be given for the thick body. The flat sur-

face is a special case and the corresponding formulas will be mentioned

at appropriate places.

5.2.1 DISCRETIZATION AND FORMULATION

We model the surface of the body by two sepatate vortex sheets. Two

vortex sheets join along the edges of the body. There are two types of
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edges: sharp edges where separation occurs and round edges where sepa-

ration does not occur. We call the sharp edges where separation occurs

separation lines. Along the separation lines two vortex sheets join,

leave the wing and form the wake. But along the round edges the two vortex

sheets merge into one sheet. The wakes are modelled by a number of

strings of vortex filaments.

Referring to Figure 31, we discretize the surface of the body by

triangular elements and the strings of vortex filaments in the wake by

short straight segments joined end to end. On the wing we refer to the

elements with two nodes on the separation line as separation elements

(marked by C in Figure 31) and the nodes on the separation lines as sep-

aration nodes. Thus two nodes from two elements, upper and lower sur-

faces, lie on one point on the separation line.

Since we employ two types of basic elements to model the flow, we

need two basic velocity formulae. The first is the velocity induced by

a linear vorticity distribution over a flat triangular element and was

already obtained in Chapter 4. The second is the velocity induced by a

small straight segment of vortex filament. This comes from the Bio-Savart

law (see Equation 2.21). The velocity at a point in the flow field ,then,

is the sum of induced velocities from the elements on the surface of the

body and the elements in the wake. _

Since there is no mechanism that can generate vorticity in the wake,

each string of vortex filaments has constant circulation in steady flows.

Moreover, the circulation is related to the strengths of the vortex sheets

along the separation line through spatial conservation of vorticity.

Referring to Figure 32, we find the amount of circulations coming out of
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the lower surface and going into the upper surface. The difference be-

tween the two circulations must be shed into the wake and be the circu-

lation of the wake element. In the course of calculating circulation that

comes out of, or goes into, the vortex sheet, the vorticity vectors are

also rotated onto the elementary plane of the separation element and then

only the components perpendicular to the separation line are used. The

vortex filament is attached to the center of the edge of the separation

element. We obtain the following relationship:

rw = 6*% 6;+ 6;) + 6**- 6;+ 6;)) ; <5·*>

where 2 is the length of the segment of the separation line, t is the unit

vector normal to the separation line lying on the elementary plane, the

T1 and T2 are the vorticity vectors at nodes l and 2, respectively, and

the superscripts u and 2 denote the upper and lower surfaces. For thin

wings, only a vortex sheet is used and the equation above must be reduced

correspondingly.

5.2.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND SOLUTIONS

In addition to the boundary and divergenceless conditions, two more

conditions must be also satisfied for lifting surface with sharp-edges.

The Kutta condition requires that the pressure jump must vanish along the

edges of the lifting surface. This implies that the flow must come

‘ ‘smoothly off the sharp edges of the surface. According to this Kutta

condition, the vorticity at the sharp edges of the lifting surface must
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be perpendicular to the edge and the first wake elements along the

sharp-edges are aligned to be perpendicular to the edges and to lie on

the mean—plane between the upper and lower surface. For delta-shaped

wings, the first wake elements are fixed (at the center of each elementary

edge) along the leading and trailing edges perpendicular to the edge on

the mean plane of both surfaces. For parallelogram wings, the first wake

elements are fixed only along the trailing edge. According to the

Kelvin-Helmholtz theorem for an inviscid fluid, all the vorticity must

be convected at the local particle velocity. This condition dictates a

force-free wake and is used to obtain the position of wake.

Since the wake positions are not known beforehand, the initial po-

sitions are guessed. They are determined as part of the solutions by an

iterative technique. The conservation matrix again comes from the

divergenceless requirement on vorticity in all the elements on the lifting

surface. The no-penetration and conservation conditions are imposed in

a least squares sense subject to the constraint of a Kutta condition.

é‘&éxt, with the known vorticity distribution, we align each segment

in the wake with the velocity at its up-stream end. After relocation of

the wake, one iteration is accomplished. Realigning the wake changes the

velocity field and hence the no—penetration condition is no longer sat-

pisfied. Thus this procedure is repeated until some convergence criteria

are satisfied. In this approach, we use two criteria: First the wake

shape must converge. Second the strength of the vorticity distribution

must converge. After the vorticity on the lifting surface and the wake

shape have converged, the pressure distribution is readily obtained by
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Bernoulli°s equation. The details of all the calculations required above

are given in Chapter 4.

5.3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Figure 33 shows the discretization scheme of a flat delta wing. In

Figure 34a, b, c, and d. we show the computed wake shapes and the

vorticity field on a delta wing of unit aspect ratio for angles of attack,

5, 10, 15, and 20 degrees, respectively. The arrows show the direction

and relative magnitude of the vorticity. The vorticity field computed

by the present method appears to be consistent with that observed by Elle

and Jones[1961], Hummel[1972], and that computed by Yen et al[l980]. It

is also observed that as the angle of attack increases, the mutual

interaction of the lines in the wake becomes stronger and the wake tends

to roll up tightly over the upper surface of the wing.

In Figure 35, the normal-force coefficient is given as a function

of angle of attack for a flat delta wing of unit aspect ratio. The nu-

merical results obtained by the present method are compared with the ex-

perimental data of Peckham[1958] and Totsi[1974], and the theoretical

results of Polhamus[1966] and Yen[l982]. There is fairly good agreement

among the all results. The convergence of the present method is also

shown as the number of rows (equivalently, the number of elements) in-

creases. In Figures 36 - 38, the normal-force coefficients computed by

the present method. are given as functions of the angle of attack for

various aspect ratio, planar delta wings. The agreement with other the-

oretical, numerical, and experimental results by Bartlett and
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Vidal[l955], Peckam[l958], Bergesen and Porter[1960], Polhamus[1966],

Wentz[1971], Kandil[l974], and Yen[1982] appears to be good.

Next, the present method is applied to the planar rectangular wing

of unit aspect ratio. In Figure 39, the normal-force coefficients ob-

tained by the present method are compared with the experimental data of

Ermolenko[l966] and Lamar[l977]. The agreement is also fairly good.

In Figures 40 and 41, the computed pitching moments are compared with

other numerical results and experimental data. The agreement is fairly

good. Figure 42 compares the computed pressure distributions over a flat

U delta wing of unit aspect ratio to other numerical values and experimental

data.

Figure 43 shows the discretized surface of a thick delta wing (half

of the symmetric wing). The outer strip (shaded part) along the edges

is the bevelled part of the surface to give sharp-edges. Peckham[1958]

used a flat delta wing of unit aspect ratio with the edges bevelled at a
’

14 degree angle. The thickness was l % of the center chord. Exactly the

same;dimensions which Peckham used to build one of experimental models

are used to test the present panel method developed for thick wings.

Figure 44 shows the vorticity field on both surfaces and the wake shapes.

These results are in close agreement with the result obtained for the flat

delta wing before. In Figure 45, the normal-force coefficients computed

by the present method show the clear convergence with the number of rows

and compare well with the experimental data and the numerical results

obtained before for a flat delta wing.

As a final example, we choose a thick rectangular wing. Figure 46

shows the vorticity field predicted by the present method over' a NACA
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63(3)—018 airfoil for 15 degrees angle of attack. The formation of

wing-tip vorticies and their movement inboard over the upper surface of

the wing are consistent with the experimental observations of Francis and

Kennedy[l979]. In Figure 47, we show the normal-force coefficients as a

function of angle of attack. The results are compared with those obtained

for a flat rectangular wing and the thickness effect on the normal-force

coefficient is shown to decrease the lift.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to study the aerodynamic characteristics over various con-

figurations, several panel methods are developed based on piecewise lin-

ear surface singularity distributions over an element. Two types of

singularity are used, Vorticity and source. Curved elements are also used

to investigate the effect of weakly nonlinear geometry. The methods de-

veloped are discussed next.

A method for modelling general unsteady, potential, two-dimensional,

lifting flows is developed. The problem is posed in terms of a coordinate

system fixed to a reference configuration of the moving airfoil. A vortex

sheet is wrapped around the surface of the airfoil. The Vorticity (or

equivalently the surface Velocity) is a piecewise continuous, linear

function of position on the airfoil. As an imitation of conditions at

the trailing edge, the surface Velocity there is replaced by a discrete

Vortex core. During each time step, this core is shed into the wake and

a new core is formed. The cores that have been shed model the wake. Each

is convected at the local particle Velocity. At each time step, the un-

knowns are the Values of the surface Velocity at discrete points around

the airfoil and the circulation around the new core at the trailing edge.

Because the system is over-determined, these are obtained by an opti-

mization scheme.

The present predictions are in good agreement with experimental data

and other computations. The present program can also be used to analyze

hydrodynamic propulsion. The present approach provides an attractive
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alternative to those developed earlier, being easy to formulate, easy to

use, and very accurate.

Two methods are developed for the calculation of nonlifting poten-

tial flows about arbitrary three-dimensional bodies. One is based on a

piecewise linear source distribution over a curved triangular element

while the other uses a piecewise linear vorticity distribution over a flat

triangular element. Separations are assumed not to take place. For the

source formulation, the use of curved elements leads to faster convergence
as the number of elements increases than the use of planar elements. The

vorticity formulation has three major differences from the source formu-

lations: (1) the surface velocities are directly interpreted, (2) storage

problems and the possibility of an ill-posed matrix due to the

inter-dependence of the divergenceless equations can occur, and (3) the

tangency condition of surface vorticity can be violated. Two major dif-

ficulties are resolved by using optimization and by rotating the vorticity

along the edges of the elements. Extensive comparisons of the two methods

for; typical three-dimensional bodies show the superiority of the '

vorticity formulation; it is more stable and more accurate for a given

number of elements.

The vorticity panel method is also extended to treat flows past thin

as well as thick arbitrary lifting bodies with sharp-edge separation.

To capture the pheonomenon of tightly rolling-up wakes, the wakes are

modelled by discrete vorticies. The results predicted by the present

methods for various lifting configurations show good quantitative agree-4

ment with experimental data as well as other numerical results. The

present method predicts continuous pressure distributions on the lifting
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surface which the earlier vortex—lattice methods cannot do. The effect

of thickness is shown to decrease the aerodynamic forces.

The methods developed in this dissertation are quite general and are

not restricted by body configurations and the number of bodies. The

three-dimensional methods can also be extended to treat unsteady· prob-

lems.

This is the first time that the continuous vorticity has been used

for two—dimensional unsteady lifting flows. Moreover, two unique

· schemes, rotation of vorticity and optimization of both no-penetration

condition and conservation condition, are introduced for the first time.

It is also the first time that the continuous vorticity distribution and

discrete vortices are used together in a single model. It is further

noted that the slender body can be modelled either by a vortex sheet or

by two vortex sheets.

Lw.
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APPENDIX A. TANGENCY c0ND1T10N

Here we show the significance of setting div A = 0. We begin with

the vector potential.

— _; §(gg (A.1)A(P) - 4 Y J

JYJwherethe coordinate of point P is (x,y,z), that of point Q is (£,n,C),

and

r(P,Q) =¢(x—£)“+(y·¤)“+(z·C)’

Let°s take the divergence of the vector potential.

. - -1 . @2.VP A(P) - 4 Y VP [J IYJ YPPYQ) dP(Q)]

-1.·J. „ ’ ’P’ VP {r(P,Q) V MQ)

=L J J J [V <L2 • ÖCQ) +L V · §<0>1 dI(Q)4 n I P r r P

= L J J J1V<L2• @21 dI(Q)4 n I P r

= - —L— J J J [V <L2 · §<021 dI{Q)4 n 1 Q r ·

- -1 . @-2 -1 . -— Pnffrf [VQ { P } IVQ 9(Q2] dI{Q)

- _ 1 §<92 , —
- <A.22- 4 Y JYJ [ Y A} d¤(0) - 0
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In the last step the divergence theorem was used. During the derivation

was used that VP(l/r) = - VQ(l/r) as well as the divergenceless field of

vorticity. Therefore, the vorticity must be tangent to the boundary of

the region of vorticity (tangency condition). This is the sufficient and

also necessary condition for div A = O.
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APPENDIX B. LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION

In the least squares principle, the aggregate squared error is min-

imized. Take an over-determined system, m linear equations for n unknowns

(m Z n). Now define [P]as the m x n matrix, {X} as the n x 1 unknown

column vector, and {B} as the n x 1 column vector. Also assume that the

rank of [P] equals n. Then, the error vector is given as:

{E} = [P]{X} · {B} (B-1)

The sum of errors, thus, is:

TS = {E} {E}
T T T T T= {X} [P] [P]{X} · 2{X} [P] {B} + {B} {B} (B.2)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose. Setting VX S = O, we ob-

tain ·

T T[P] [P] {X} = [P] {B} (B.3)

which has the solution

T -1 T{x} = ([P] [P]) ([P] {B}) (B.4)

The solution is unique because the rank of m x n matrix [P] equals n.
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Even though it is correct to assume that the normal equations (i.e.,

[P]T[P]) provide the way to compute a solution to the least squares

problem, one should avoid actually computing the normal equations. The

actual computation of normal equations may cause difficulties not inher-

ent in the original least squares problem itself. One good way around

the difficulty is to use the QR decomposition (see Friedberg, et al[l979]

and Edelen, et al[l976]). If [P] = [Q][R] is the decomposition, so that

[Q] is m x n and has real orthonormal columns while [R] is n x n and upper

triangular, then the normal equations from (B.3) can be written

T _ T([Q][R]) {[Q][R1){X} — ([Q][R]) {B} (B-5)

and become

T T T[R] [RMX} = [R] [Q] {B} {B-6)

sin¢e'[Q]T[Q] = [I]. Because the rank of [P] equals n, the rank of [R]

equals n and hence [R] and [R]T are nonsingular. Therefore we conclude

from (B.6) that

T[RMX} = [Q] {B} (B-7)

which is simply a triangular system of equations to be solved for the

least squares solution {X}.
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APPENDIX C. TWO·DIMENSIONAL STREAMLINES

The two dimensional analysis may not be restricted only to find the

loads acting on the body. The analysis can be easily extended to find

streamlines and potential lines. In the following the direct method of

computing the streamlines will be developed based on the stream function.

In two dimension, the potential-lines are perpendicular to the stream-

lines. Thus this method can be used to compute the potential-lines too.

With the use of Taylor series, the stream function is expanded about

a point(x,y).

¢<x+dx,y+dy) = ~l»(x,y) + ä dx + ä dy (CJ)

Ä. Ü 2 .32** iii 2 2+ 2
{ax, dx + Zaxay dxdy + ay, dy } + O(ds )

where

ds = »/ dxz + dyz ·

The simple scheme with first order accuracy can be obtained by considering

the only the first three terms on the right-hand side of the Equation C.l.

Noting the fact that ¢(x+dx,y+dy) = ¢(x,y) and 3¢/3x = - v, aw/By = u,

we obtain that

- u dx + v dy = O(ds2) (C.2)
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where u and v are the x and y-components of the velocity. Using

Equation C.2, the dx and dy can be expressed in terms of ds and velocity

components.

dx = sgn(dx) ds / J 1 + (v/u)z = u ds / J uz + vz (C.3)

dy = sgn(dy) ds / J 1 + (u/v)z = v ds / J uz + vz

Equation C.3 is of first order accuracy.

For the second order accuracy, the second order terms in

Equation C.l must be included.

l 8 8
- u dx + v dy + E

(5; dxz + 2 dxdy

+ EE dyz} + O(ds°) = 0 (C°4)
Sy

There are two choices to compute dx and dy. The reason is simply to avoid

the singular case when dx or dy approaches nero. This choice in the

following also helps the accuracy of the results. We introduce the fol-

lowing notations: .

= dy = dx (C.5)s dx and r dy

Then depending on the ratio of dx and dy, we compute s( v/u < 1) or r(

v/u 2 1). From Equation C.4 we obtain the following two equations de-

pending on the case.

(Case 1). v/u < 1
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as: + 2bs + c = 0(ds2) (C.6)

where

-LE -L E L- LEa —
2 ax dx, b —

2 (u + ax dx), and c (v + 2 ax dx)

(Case 2). v/u 2 1

ar: + 2br + c = 0(ds2) (C.7)

where
[

1 3 1 3 1 3g = · dy, b = E
(—v + dy), and c = (u + dy)

Solving the equations above, we obtain s and r, respectively.

s = {-b + sgn(b)/(bz — ac)} / a for v/u < 1 (C.8)

r = {-b + sgn(b)/(bz - ac)} / a for v/u 2 1 (C.9)

In the equations above the sign of b is determined so that the expansion

for b/a >> 1 be consistent with the first-order approximation.

Therefore, depending on the case, for given dx(or dy) we obtain dy = s

dx(or dx = r dy). Then the new position is determined by adding the dx

and dy to the old position.
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APPENDIX D. WEAKLY NONLINEAR GEOMETRY

Here we develop the potential formula for weakly nonlinear geometry.

First, the real surface is simulated by a paraboloidal surface. Secondly,

the simulated surface is determined under some restrictions. Thirdly,

the implications of the assumptions are shown. Finally, the potential
A

formula for the simulated surface is expanded to give an explicit formula

with respect to planar surface.

D.l APPROXIMATION OF CURVED SURFACE

The potential formula for a curved surface is expanded and expressed

for planar surface under some assumptions. We begin with the potential

formula referring to Figure A8.

¢ = fc! Srdo = fz! Ss:cXdZ (D.l)
where

- “'“"""““"'¥"“"'—r —¢(x—€)’+(y-n) +(z-C)“

and

cosK = Ä

•Herethe paraboloidal surface is represented as follows:

_
=

_ z _ 2 _ _SDO C =·={(E A0) +k(¤ B0) } (D-2)
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From the above equation, the unit normal vector to the surface is ob-

tainéd.

Ä = {ZS [ l+‘+€“{
(€·A0)2+k’ (¤·B0)z}] (D-3)

Here, we make the assumption (Assumption 1) that

+ k2(¤*B0)2} << l (D·4)

The implication of Equation D.4 will be shown in the following section.

Then, the normal unit vector to the surface is approximated as

H E (¤.s)

With the arguments above, we obtain

cosK = n
•

k = 1 (D.6)

Since the geometric nonlinearity is assumed to be weak and the C is a

function of E and n, we expand the term l/r in Equation D.1 as follows:

For convenience, some notation are introduced as follows.

R =
/(x·E)“+(y—n)“

zP= z - 20 (D.7)

and

p =/ R2 + 2Pz
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Then, it follows that

1/: = 1/p • 1//1+{2zP(z0-c)+(z0—c)“}/p2 CD 8)

Now we make another assumption (Assumption 2) that

maxfzo-Z;)/p2 << 1 (D.9)

We obtain

1/: = 1/p - zP(zO-c)/p’ + H.0.T. (D.l0)

Therefore, Equation D.l becomes

Z QQQ _ _ _ 3 (D.1l)¢ IZ! Z
— fz! Sil/p zP(z0 C)/p }dZ

This equation may be integrated explicitly. In the following section,

we determine the coefficients in Equation D.2

D.2 DETERMINATION OF SIMULATED SURFACE

Referring to Figure 49, we force the surface o to pass through the

three nodes of the element. This will give three equations from

Equation D.2 as follows:

¤0= AOZ + kB0= (D.12)
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-
_ 2 _ 2Do- (b A0) + k(c B0) (D.l3)

=
_ 2 2DO (a Ao) + kBO (D.14)

From these three equations, we obtain that

A0= a/2 (D.15)

BO= {cz
- b(a-b)/k}/2c (D.16)

= 2 2DO A0 + kB0 (D.l7)

In order to determine k, we force the center of the surface 0 to be closest

to the centroid of the triangular element. In other words, we use a

least-squares optimization to minimize the distance between two points.

The sum of squared errors is given as

-
_ 2 _ 2E — (A0 xc) + (B0 yc)

_ _
ä 2 2-

·*2
2} +[2J° k } 2]

Minimizing this error, we obtain

k =
3b(a-bg (D.l9)C2

In order to determine s, we dictate that the normal unit vectors of the

surface 0 at three nodes be closest to those of the real surface of the

body. From Equation D.2 we obtain three normal unit vectors at nodes.

Elo = -2:AOI -22160] + E
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Ezc = 2a(b-AO)l + 2ak(¢-60)} + E (D.20)

E30 = 2s(a-A0)i — zakßoj + E

Then, the sum of squared errors becomes

=—__

2

__—

2
—__

2E (nl nlo) + (nz nzc) + (n3 ngc) (D.2l)

where nl, nz, and ng are the normal unit vectors of the actual surface

at the three nodes. Minimizing the error, we obtain

s =2

22
_

22_ 2
_

22{AO +2k B0 +(b A0) +k (c B0) +(a A0) } (D.22)

D.3 JUSTIFICATION OF ASSUMPTIONS

The implications of the assumptions which were made in the foregoing

discussion will be shown here. Let

w = max |§(§,n)| = sD0 = c(AO2+kBOz) (D.23)
E

D = 2 max /(S-A0)2+(n·B0)2 (D.24)

and

6 = max [ /a=(;-A0)2+a=k=(n-B0)= } / 2 (¤.2s)
2
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Then, we can show that

w/D S 6 (D.26)

D.3.1 JUSTIFICATION OF ASSUMPTION 1

The assumption is in terms of 6

4a*{(;-A0)= + k2(n—B0)*} s (46)* << 1 (¤.z7)

D.3.2 JUSTIFICATION OF ASSUMPTION 2

Let

am = max {|z0-CI/R} (D.28)

Then,

5 {2ZP¤m/R+€m2} (D-29)
But,

R¤m=max=

max [e(x0-A0)2+sk(y0-B0)2-s(£—A0)2-sk(n—B0)2] „
= max [=<x0+E-ZAO)(xo-E)+ak(y0+y-ZBO)(yo-n)]

Using the Holder inequality, we obtain ·
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RsmSmax<

2 2 222 max [s (E-A ) +s k (n -B ) ]0 0 0

= 45 „ (D.30)

From the discussion above, the weakly nonlinear geometry means that the

ratio of max height to the diameter of the element is relatively small.

The relatively small nonlinear effect of curved surface is controlled by

making 5 small. As a rule of thumb, we take, in our approach

5 = 0.079 or (45)2 = 1 (D.31)
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APENDIX E. VELOCITY FORMULA

E.1 DEVELOPMENT

We begin with Equation 4.1. First, the surface singularity is ap-

proximated by linear function over a typical triangular element. Using

the interpolation functions for an triangular element, we write

S = Si¢i
E

Si(ai + bi; + cin) (E.l)

where

ai=(£jnk — njäk)/ZA
bi=(¤j · Uk)/ZA
¤i=(€k

· ij)/ZA
and

2A = -ac

Here, (£i,ni) are the local coordinates of the three nodes. Also the

summation convention was used on indices and (i,j,k) is of cyclic order.

Before we procede, we introduce some notation as follows:

M N KH(M„N„K) = fz! {(X'€) (Y*¤) / p }dZ
a = x—A0

(E.2)

B =y—B0-

K = s(D0-az-kB2)~zO
’
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Then, the scalar potential can be written as

¢ = {&i¢l + bi(x¢1·¢2) + <=i(y¢l·¢3)}Si

E {ai¢1 + bi¢2 + ci¢3}Si (E.3)

where

¢l = H(0,0,l)+zPKH(0,0,3)+zPs{2¤H(1,0,3)+2ßkH(0,1,3)

· H(2,0,3)·kH(0,2,3)}

¢2 = H(l,0,1)+zPKH(1,0,3)+zPs{2¤H(2,O,3)+2ßkH(l,1,3)

- H(3,0,3)-kH(1,2,3)}

and

¢3 = H(0,l,1)+zPKH(0,l,3)+zPs{2aH(1,1,3)+2ßkH(0,2,3)

- H(2,l,3)-kH(0,3,3)}

Then Velocity formula is obtained by taking derivatives of Equation E.3

as

Vx= Skfak 8¢l/3x + bk3¢2/8x + ck8¢3/8x}

Vy= Skfak 3¢l/By + bk8¢2/Sy + ck3¢3/By} (E.4)

VZ= Sk{ak 8¢l/8z + bk3¢2/8z + ck8¢3/az}

_4 where

8¢l/3x = - 3zPs[{H(3,0,5)-2aH(2,O,5)}

+ k{H(3,0,5)·2ßH(2,0,5)}] (E-5)

3¢1/By = - 3zPs[{H(2,l,5)-2aH(l,1,5)}

+ k{H(0,3,5)-2BH(0,2,5)}] - 3zPKH(O,l,5) (E.6)
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8¢1/öz = - 3zP2s[{H(2,0,5)-2¤H(l,0,S)}

+ k{H(0,2,5)-2BH(0,l,5)}] · 3zP2KH(0,0,5) (E.7)

+ KH(0,0,s) ~ :({H(2,0,3)—2¤H(1,0,3)}

+ k{H(0,2,3)-2ßH(0,l,3)}]

-xH(1,0,s)} + 3zP[Z2a{H(3,0,S)-xH(2,0,5)} (E.8)

+2ßk{H(2,1,5)-xH(l,1,5)}'{H(4,0,5)-xH(3,0,5)}

-k{Hc2,2,s)—xH(1,2,s)}]

3¢2/8y = -xH(0zl!3Q + H(lIlz3} + 3zPK{H(l,l,5)

-xH(0,l,5)} + 3zPz[2¤{H(2,1,5)-xH(l,1,5)} (E.9)

+2ßk(H(l,2,5)-xH(0,2,5)}*{H(3,l,5)·xH(2,l,5)}

-k{H(l,3,5)-xH(O,3,5)}]

3¢2/8z = + 3zP2K{H(1,0,5)

-xH(0,0,5)} + Bzpzz[2a{H(2,0,S)-xH(1,0,5)} (E.l0)

+2ßk{H(l,l,S)·xH(0,l,5)}*{H(3,0,5)-xH(2,0,5)}

-k{H(l,2,S)-xH(0,2,S)}] + 3zP2K{H(1,0,5)-xH(0,0,5)}
Fg,.

- K{H(1,0,3)-xH(0,0,3)} — :[2a{H(2,0,3)-xH(l,0,3)}

+ 2ßk{H(l,l,3}-xH(0,l,3)} ' {H(3,0,3)-xH(2,0,3)}

- k{H(l,2,3)—xH(O,2,3)}]

8¢3/8x = -yH(1,0,3) + H(lz1,3) + 3zPK{H(1,1,5)

-yH(1,0,s)} + 3zPs[2a{H(2,1,5)-yH(2,0,S)} (E.1l)

I +2ßk{H(1,2,5)—yH(1,l,5)}•{H(3,l,S)—yH(3,0,5)}

—k{H(1,3,5)—yH(l,2,5)}]

.8¢3/By = + H(O!2!3} + 3zPK{H(O,2,5)

—yH(0,l,S)} + 3zPs[2a{H(l,2,5)-yH(1,l,S)} (E.l2)

+2ßk{H(0,3,5)—yH(O,2,S)}·{H(2,2,5)·yH(2,1,5)}
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„ 'k{H(0„4,5)‘YH(O,3,$)}]

3¢3/öz = + 3zP2K{H(0,1,S)

-yH(0,0,5)} + 3zP’s[2a{H(1,1,5)-yH(1,0,5)} (E.13)

+2ßk{H(0,2„5)·YH(0„1,5)}-{H(2,l„5)·YH(2,0„5)}

·k{H(0,3,$)‘YH(0,2„$)}]

· K{H(0,l,3)'YH(0,0„3)} · €[Z¤{H(l,l„3)'YH(l„0,3)}

+ 2ßk{H(0,2,3}·yH(0,l„3)} - {H(2,1„3)·YH(2,0„3)}

· k{H(0„3„3)‘YH(0,2,3)}]

In the equations above the underlined parts are the formulas for the

planar element when s is equal to zero.

E.2 GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS

We give some relationships among variables in the formula referring to
‘

Figure 50 as follows:

-
'—°i——°T——__:——“E

dlz
— /(E2 S1) +(n2 nl)

S12: (“2' nl)/dl2

C12: (a2-
gl)/d12

S12= -ugl2= cos8P , Cl2= unl2= sin8P
x—£ = hcosBP — Xsinüp

y-n =-hsin9P - Xcos6P
or

h = (x-§)cos9P - (y-n)sin8P

X =-(x-§)sin6P - (y—n)cos6P
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E.3 FORMULA, H(M,N,K)

We define some formula in the following way.

F(M,N,K) = fi{(x-E)M(y-n)N/ pK}ds (E·l4)

M N K 2E<M„N,K) = {<x·E> Cy-n) / p }Il (E 15)

With the use of Equation E.l4, the following can be shown.

ägiglgläl—~·—§;NN

N K) = -K„PHm,N,K+z> . (M8)
H(M+2,N,K) + H(M,N+2,K) + zP2H(M,N,K) = H(M,N,K-2) (E.19)

(K-2>H(M,N,K> = (M-1)H(M-2,N,K-2) + Zv£F(M-l,N,K-2) (E.2o)

(K·2>H(M,N.K) = (N-l)H(M,N—2,K-2) + 2vnF(M,N-1,K-2) (E.21)

F(M+2,N,K) + F(M,N+2,K) + zP’F(M,N,K) = F(M,N,K-2) (E.22)

vEF(M+l,N,K) + vnF(M,N+l,K) = ·hF(M,N,K) (E.23)

(K-2)v£F(M,N+1,K) - (K-2)vnF(M+1,N,K) = Nv£F(M,N-1,K-2)

-MvnF(M-l,N,K—2) - E(M,N,K-2) (E.24)

In these equations, (K-2) may be negative, and M and N may be unity.

We may obtain some other relationships by using the above equations as

follows:

F(M,N+l,K) = —vnhF(M,N,K) + {NvgF(M,N-1,K-2)

-MvnF(M-1,N,K-2) - E(M,N,K-2)}v€/(K-2) (E.25)
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F(M+1,N,K) = {(K-2)vEF(M,N+l,K) - NvnF(M,N—l,K-2)

+ MvnF(M-1,N,K-2) + E(M,N,K-2)}/{(K-2)vn} (E.26)

and

\

(K-2)zP2H(M,N,K) = (K-4-M-N)H(M,N,K-2) + ZhF(M,N,K—2) (E.27)

It must be noted that in the discussion above, the formulas F(M,N,K) and

E(M,N,K) have three components. In other words, they depend upon the nodal

indices even though they do not show up explicitly in the expression.

The other notations may be referred to Figure 50.
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APENDIX F. MULTIPOLE EXPANSION -

Here we develop the Velocity formula by expanding the exact Velocity

formula for the far—field. We begin with the potential formula, expanding

the integrand first. Let

V
1 F.l

where

r = /(x—£)“+(y-n)E+(z—c)“

By Taylor series,

. ~ N
lä

N2

+ 2äi£—| E~
+ gi;] ~2}

+ hi her order terms (F'2)agan 0
“ anz o" g

where__
I

E = E - EO, n = n — no
Bf_ _ (E·x}+(;·z)BC[BE
BE- rz

3;
=

_ (n-y)+(C·z)8C[3n
Bn rz

gi; =
_ 1+<6cgag>“+<c—z>6“cgaz2 + 3 {<:-xg+<c-zgac;a;}“BE2 ra r

Bzf
=

_ (8C[8§}(8C[ö¤Q + 3((E-x}+(C·z}BCéB§}{(¤·X)+(C'Z}8C[BH}
BEBn r° r · ·
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and

gi; - _ 1+<ac4ang“+<c-zgazcganz + 3 {c¤—gg+<c-zgacga¤}=
2' 3Bn r r

In Equation F.2 the subscript '0° stands for °evaluated at a point "0"

on the element(center of expansion). Since the function f depends upon

x,y,and z as well as E and n, the derivatives of function f with respect

to §,n can also be expressed in terms of those with respect to x,y,and

z. The relationships are given in the following. Let us define .

- E: E:W — f , ax - Wx , ay - Wy, etc.

Then,

EE-, E
Bi

(wx+
Bxwz)

Q2-, E
Bu - (wy+ Bnwz)

E- äsz Ai ä
wzz B§2wz+ 2B£wxz

ü- ß ä 3_ B§Bn
_

wxy+
(B£Bn)wzz+ B£wyz+ Bnwxz

ü- g. _& g
Bnz —

wyy+
(Bu)

wzz Bn2wz+
2Bnwyz

Thus, the potential becomes by substituting Equation F.2 into the poten-

tial formula and evaluating the integral
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¢ = si(ai¢l+ bi¢2+ ci¢3) (F.3)
I

where

- BC BC¢l1

3 1 3* 2 [{"1„1+ (22) "22 35,2wz+ 28§wxz}I20
252 {wxy+

(8£8n)wzz+ 3§wyz+ 8nwxz}I11
2 äé+ {wyy+ (an)
wzz 8n2wz+ 28nwyz}I02]

°2 wIl0 {CW? 3§wz)I20+ (wy+ a¤w2)I11}
1 95 1 3+ 2 [{wxx+ (Bi) wzz 8§2wz+ 28§wxz}I30

ace: 3 95+ 2 {wxy+ (3£3n)wzz+ 8Ewyz+
8nwxz}I21

95 2 _ 9.3 3+ {wyy+ (Su) wzz 8n2wz+ 28nwyz}Il2]

°a1
3 1 _ 35 32 [{wxx+ (ag) w22 a;*w2+ 28§wxz}I21

t· BCBC 952 {wxy+
(8£8n)wzz+ B£wyz+ 8nwxz}Il2

äé 2{wyy+ (ön)
wzz 8n2wz+ 28nwyz}IO3]

and

IMN E fz! £MnN d2 _ (F.4)

Then the components of potential derivatives are obtained in the follow-

ing.
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2 {wxxy+

{wxyy+

[{wxxx+

2 {wxxy+

{wxyy+

äéwxz) Ioz}

[{wxxx+

wyroo-{(wxy+ §§wyz21lO+ (wyy+
[{wxxy+

[{wxxy+

(§)zwyzz—ApendixF. Multipole Expansion 110



+ 2{wXYY+8¢

/8y = n 8¢ /3y + W I -{(W + ESW )I + (W + EQW )I }3 0 1 y 01
2

xy 3i yz 11 yy ön yz 02+ é
28¢

/8z = W I ·{(W + ESW )I + (W + 25W )I }1 z 00 xz SE zzz 10 yz ön zz 01+ é

{wyyz+

/8z = E 3¢ /8z + W I —{(W + ÄQW )I + (W + 25W )I }2 0 1 z 10 xz BE zz 20 yz 8n zz 11
[{wxxz+

2
{wyyz+3¢

/3z = n 8¢ /3z + W I —{(W + 25W )I + (W + 25W )I }3 0 1 z Ol xz GE zz 11 yz 8n zz 02+ ä
2

{wyyz+ApendixF. Multipole Expansion 111



In Equation F.2, the zeroth order, first order, and second order

derivative terms stand for point sources, point dipoles, and point

quadrupoles, respectively. Note that when we use the centroid of the

element as the center of the expansion the dipole terms become identically

zero. In the above development of multipole expansion of velocity com-

ponents we did not drop any terms up to second derivatives. But in order

to be consistent with our assumptions (small curvature effect) the pro-

ducts of derivatives may be neglected.
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Table 3-1

Surface Velocity at Trailing Edge

Number of elements Top Bottom

20 +0.02954 -0.02954
40 -0.27155 +0.27155
80 -0.52643 +0.52643

160 -0.59926 +0.59926

* n = 1.95

Table 3-2

Surface Velocity at Trailing Edge

Number of elements Top Bottom

20 -2.78794 +2.78794
40 -20.55102 +20.55102
80 -122.39677 +122.39677 .

160 -488.51154 +488.51154

* n = 2.0 (cusp trailing edge)
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Table 3-3

SURFACE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS ON A SYMMETRIC KARMAN-TREFFTZ AIRFOIL
X/C EXACT NEM=8 NEM=16 NEM=32 NEM=60 NEM=128

1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000.98776 -0.85193 -0.82108 -0.80392 -0.809830.95352 -0.87771 -0.80509 -0.86932 -0.87552 -0.877100.90021 -0.89092 -0.89130 -0.89398 -0.890660.83110 -0.90852 -0.88256 -0.90096 -0.90689 -0.90811 -0.908000.70975 -0.91863 -0.91808 -0.91850 -0.918580.65986 -0.92397 -0.92259 -0.92010 -0.92000 -0.923970.56512 -0.92250 -0.92312 -0.92267 -0.922560.06910 -0.91163 -0.91066 -0.91369 -0.91258 -0.91185 -0.911680.37515 -0.88766 -0.88896 -0.88795 -0.887720.28639 -0.80500 -0.85101 -0.80720 -0.80580 -0.805090.20567 -0.77606 -0.77912 -0.77706 -0.776590.13552 -0.66530 -0.71267 -0.68381 -0.66980 -0.66630 -0.665500.07817 -0.07810 -0.08722 -0.08027 -0.078610.03509 -0.12380 -0.19211 -0.10919 -0.12970 -0.125250.00902 0.71897 0.66937 0.69867 0.713500.00000 2.60903 1.37108 2.07512 2.51221 2.63221 2.608180.00902 2.53850 2.52700 2.52801 2.535550.03509 2.05681 2.02857 2.03533 2.05160 2.055090.07817 1.80508 1.79609 1.80318 1.800900.13552 1.65157 1.60271 1.62888 1.60709 1.65002 1.651270.20567 1.50093 1.53850 1.50030 1.500760.28639 1.05150 1.00075 1.05021 1.05118 1.051000.37515 1.37307 1.37269 1.37325 1.373010.06910 1.30195 1.27635 1.29807 1.30100 1.30180 1.301900.56512 1.23071 1.23020 1.23058 1.230670.65986 1.17077 1.16628 1.17012 1.17061 1.170720.70975 1.10981 1.10867 1.10953 1.10972 .0.83110 1.05168 1.01832 1.00230 1.00960 1.05116 1.051500.90021 0.99606 0.99211 0.99503 0.995780.95352 0.90152 0.90781 0.93279 0.93925 0.900890.98776 0.88200 0.85112 0.87393 0.879911.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

* CIRCULATION 1.19521 1.10893 1.18036 1.19101 1.19012 1.19090

* NEM = NO. OF ELEMENTS
* ANGLE OF ATTACK = 10.0 DEG.
* PARAMETERS FOR KARMAN-TREFFTZ AIRFOIL : A=1.0, N=1.95, M=0.0688. DELTA=PI
* THE POINTS WHERE THE VELOCITIES ARE COMPUTED START FROM THE TRAILING-EDGECLOCKWtSE( FROM LOWER SURFACE ).
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Table 3-4

SURFACE VELOCITY DISTRUBUTIONS OVER A SYMMETRIC JOUKOHSKI AIRFOIL
X/C EXACT NEM=8 NEM=16 NEM=32 NEM=64 NEM=1281.00000 -.91705 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000.98899 -.90385

-.89489 -.90350 -.90402.95659 -.89548 -.88071 -.89485 -.89560 -.89540.90463 -.89099
-.89117 -.89088 -.89081.83590 -.88917 -.87232 -.88873 -.88939 -.88901 -.88904.75393 -.88851
-.88884 -.88846 -.88845.66262 -.88718 -.88862 -.88780 -.88727 -.88717.56603 -.88291
-.88389 -.88311 -.88294.46812 -.87283 -.87610 -.87625 -.87419 -.87313 -.87289.37258 -.85311
-.85487 -.85350 -.85319.28280 -.81818 -.82509 -.82048 -.81869 -.81829.20173 -.75901
-.76226 -.75974 -.75917.13191 -.65894 -.70260 -.68032 -.66421 -.66015 -.65922.07543 -.48152
-.49189 -.48398 -.48210.03392 -.12741 -.20197 -.15602 -.13404 -.12903.00854 .76196

.70460 .73877 .75574.00000 2.88320 1.41327 2.21204 2.72160 2.86226 2.88141.00854 2.69031
2.67301 2.67777 2.68670.03392 2.11682 2.07962 2.09165 2.11075 2.11527.07543 1.81839
1.80837 1.81580 1.81773.13191 1.63579 1.57863 1.61188 1.63111 1.63456 1.63547.20173 1.50630
1.50405 1.50568 1.50613.28280 1.40480 1.39868 1.40375 1.40449 1.40471.37258 1.32002
1.31958 1.31987 1.31997.46812 1.24654 1.22393 1.24383 1.24638 1.24646 1.24650.56603 1.18167
1.18158 1.18161 1.18163.66262 1.12415 1.12237 1.12398 1.12404 1.12409.75393 1.07342
1.07315 1.07322 1.07332.83590 1.02929 1.00429 1.02687 1.02902 1.02901 1.02913.90463 .99169
.99145 .99148 .99148.95659 .96058 .94408 .95956 .96059 .96047.98899 .93580
.92624 .93531 .935931.00000 .91705 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

* CIRCUL 2.18213 2.09735 2.15463 2.17426 2.18006 2.18160
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Table 3-5

Potential Difference

Number of elements
. 20 40 80

Computed
by -0.54099 -0.27155 -0.13555

integration

Computed
from -0.54281 -0.27237 -0.13587

surface Velocity

Exact
analytic -0.54351 -0.27240 -0.13588
solution

Circulation
around 1.62649 1.63648 1.63927

an airfoil

* Circulations computed by integration are same as those
computed by the use of surface vorticities.

* Exact circulation around the airfoil is 1.64024.
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Figure 1. Fixed and moving reference frames.
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ä(C)Figure2. Conditions at the trailing-edge.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Discretization: (a) the actual airfoil profile (b) the
airfoil after discretization.
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Figure 4. Nomeuclature for Equations 3.17 — 3.20.
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Figure 7. Position of infinity in numerical scheme.
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(a)

Q- °•

(c)

Figure 8. Wake shapes behind an oscillating airfoil: positions of
vortex cores in the wake behind a sinusoidally (•w =4.3)

heaving airfoil. (a) 20 elements, (b) 40 elements, and (c)

80 elements.
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Figure 9. Wake shapes behind an oscillating airfoil: Positions of
vortex cores behind a sinusoidally ( w =17) heaving
airfoil.
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Figure 10. Aerodynamic forces with time: for the sinusoidally
U

(w = 4.3) heaving airfoil as functions of time.
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Figure 11. Hysteresis of aerodynamic forces: O lift, --- moment,D drag x 100, and — circulation as functions ofposition for the sinusoidally (w = 4.3) heavingairfoil.
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Figure 12. Streamlines around an impulsively started
airfoilz streamlines and positions of cores in the wake.
(a) just after the start and (b) after several time steps.
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circulation

///
moment

drag

O l 2
distance in chords

Figure 13. Aerodynamic forces with distance travelledz lift,
circulation, moment, and drag x 100 as a function of
distance travelled for an impulsively started airfoil.
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I
C\\\‘
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l 2
Cdistance in chords

(b)

Figure 1/+. Comparison of aerodynamic forces: (a) lift and ·
(b) drag as functions of distance travelled for
an impulsively started airfoil; — Wagner(1925),

Ü Giesing (1968), A Basu and Hancock(1978),
and -—· present results. 1
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Figure 15. Comparison of build-up of circulation: circulation
as a function of distance travelled for impulsively
started airfoils. — Wagner, O. Walker (see Goldstein),
and A present results.
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Figure 16. Effect of thickness: (a) circulation and (b) lift around
a Joukowski airfoil that started impulsively. 0 8.5 %,

E1 25.5 73 thick, — Wagner.
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Figure 17. Effect of angle of attack: A angle of attack = 0.01
radians, Ü angle of attacks = 0.8 radiaus. Karman-Trefftz
airfoil, 12 % thickness.
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Figure 18. Positions of vortex cores in the wake behind an
impulsively started airfoil airfoil and flapz (a) .
after several time steps and (b) after many time
steps.
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Figure 19. Streamlines around an impulsively started airfoil and
flapz (a) just after the start and (b) steady state.
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Figure 21. Violation of continuity of a vorticity at a node.
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Figure 22. Rotation of 6 vorticity at a node.
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Figure 24. Convergence with number of elements (NEM): the results
predicted by the present flat source panel method as the
number of elements used increases. —— analytic solution
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Figure 25. Convergence with number of elements (NEM): the results
predicted” by the present curved source panel method asthe number of elements used increases. — exact solution
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Figure 26. Convergence with number of elements (NEM): the results
predicted by the present vorticity panel method as the
number of elements used increases. — exact solution
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Figure 27. Effects of element distributions: (a) Q equal spacings

and (b) Q more elements near the higl.—velocity—gradient
region. - exact solution
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Figure 28. Stability of the vorticity panel method with respect to
the number of elements (NEM): the results computed by
the present vorticity panel method converge to exact
solution as the number of elements increases for an
oblate spheroid of finess ratio 10:1.
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Figure 28. Stability of the vorticity panel method with respect to
the number of elements (NEM): the results computed by
the present vorticity panel method converge to exact
solution as the number of elements increases for an
oblate spheroid of finess ratio 10:1.
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Figure 29. Velocities over an ellipsoid: comparison of analytic and
computed Velocity distributions over an ellipsoid with
axes ratios 1:2:0.5. flat source panel method
QA Q numerical, ———analytical (a)velocities in the
j,-z plane.
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Figure 29. (c) velocities in the x-z plane.
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Figure 30. Multipole expansion: (a)the velocities calculated by
exact and approximate formulas are compared over a flat
triangular element.
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Figure 30. (b) the velocities calculated by exact and approximate formulas

are compared over a curved triangular element.
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•\·Figure31. Discretization of the surface of a lifting body: the
upper and lower surfaces join along the separation
lines where two nodes exist at a point. ¢ denotes
elements having an edge along a separation line.
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Figure 32. Shedding vorticity (or circulation) into the wake: the

·
amount of shedding vorticity into the wake is related to
the vorticities on both surfaces.
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(a) ‘ (b) (¤)

_ Figure 33. Discretization of flat delta wings: (a) 2 rows, (b) 3rows, and (c) A rows.
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Figure 34. Wake shapes and vorticity distributions over a delta
wing: unit aspect ratio flat wing, the number of rows = 4
(a)S degree angle of attack
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Figure 34. (b) 10 degree angle of attack.
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Figure 34. (c) 15 degree angle of attack.
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·—- Peckam (1958). exp.9 Q Totsi (1974) . exp.‘”° — Polhamus (1966) . theory
0 Yen (1982) . num.
A 3 rows (present)
:1 4 rows (present) I

Q 5 rows (present)

Cn A

9‘?J.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

Ang. of Attack(oeg.)

Figure 35. The normal~force coefficients for a flat delta wing
of unit aspect ratio computed by the present method '
are compared with others.
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Q 4 r—ows(¤resent)
Q ¤ Hentz et a1(1971).exp.
"' — Po1hamus(1966).the¤r~y

A Yen (1982). num.

A

CT)9

.°o.o 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Ang. of AttacK(deg.) .

Figure 36. The normal-force coefficients for a flat delta wingof 1.46 aspect ratio computed by the present methodare compared with others.
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0 5 rows (present)
¤ Yen (1982). num.
— Polhamus (1966). theory

Q A Bergesen and Porter(1960).exp."‘
Peckam (1958) . exp .

. ,:1/

Cn ,« I
Ö lr

Q
°0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

‘
Ang. of Attack (deg.)

Figure 37. The normal—force coefficients for a flat delta wing
of 1.67 aspect ratio computed by the present method
are compared with others.
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Q 5 rows (present)
U Yen (1982) , num.
A Kandil (1974) , num.

Q — Polhamus (1966), theory O
"° Q Bartlett and Vidal (1955) , exp.

O¤A <>

O _

Cn<>

Q
°0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

Ang. of AttacK(deg.)

Figure 38. The normal—force coefficients for a flat delta wing
of 2 aspect ratio computed by the present method
are compared with others.
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Q
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Ang. of Attack(deg.)

Figure 39. The normal-force coefficients for a flat rectangular
wing of unit_aspect ratio computed by the present
method are compared with others.
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0 weber et a1(1975),num.Cm/0.256
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O.
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Angle of Attack(deg.)

Figure 40. The pitching moment coefficients for a flat delta
wing of unit aspect ratio computed by the present_ method are compared with others.
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Figure 41. The pitching moment coefficients for a flat delta
wing of 1.46 aspect ratio computed by the present
method are compared with others.
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x/cr - 0.70
—- 5 rows (present)
¤ Heber et al (1975). num.
A Yen (1982). num
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2v/0 tx)

· Figure 42. (a) pressure jumps across a flat delta wing of unit
aspect ratio as a function of spanwise position at ·
0.70 chord distance computed by the present method

' are compared with others.
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Figure 42. (b) pressure jumps across a flat delta wing of unit
aspect ratio as a function of spanwise position at
0.82 chord distance computed by the present method
are compared with others.
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Figure 44. Wakes and vorticity distributions on a thick delta
· wing: 15 degrees angle of attack, unit aspect ratio, and

1 % thickness.
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Figure 45. Convergence of normal force coefficients: the results
predicted by the present method are compared with others
for an 1 % thick, unit aspect flat delta wing.
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Figure 47. Normal force coefficients of a thick rectangular
wing: the normal force coefficients for a unit aspect
ratio, 63,,,- 013 thick wing are shown as a function of
angles of attack.
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APPLICATION OF PANEL METHODS FOR SUBSONIC AERODYNAMICS

by

Meung Jung Kim

D. T. Mock, Chairman

Engineering Mechanics

(ABSTRACT)

Several panel methods are developed to model subsonic aerodynamics.
J

The vorticity panel method for two-dimensional problems is capable of

handling general unsteady, potential, lifting flows. The lifting surface

is modelled with a vortex sheet and the wakes by discrete vortices. As

an imitation of the conditions at the trailing edge, stagnation conditions

on both surfaces are used. The over-determined system is solved by an

optimization scheme. The present predictions are in good agreement with

experimental data and other computations. Moreover the present approach

provides an attractive alternative to those developed earlier.

Two panel methods for three-dimensional nonlifting problems are de-

veloped. One uses source distributions over curved elements and the other

vorticity distributions over flat elements. For the source formulation,

the effect of weakly nonlinear geometry on the numerical results is shown

to accelerate the convergence of numerical values in general. In addi-

tion, the extensive comparisons between two formulations reveal that the

voticity panel method is even more stable and accurate than the curved

source panel method.

Another vorticity panel method is developed to study the lifting
l

flows past three-dimensional bodies with sharp edges. The body is mod-



elled by single vortex sheet for thin bodies and two vortex sheets for

thick bodies while the wakes are modelled with a number of strings of

discrete vortices. The flows are assumed to separate along the the sharp

edges. The combination of continuous vorticity on the lifting surface

and discrete vortices in the wakes yields excellent versatility and the

capability of handling the tightly rolled wakes and predicting continuous

pressure distributions on the lifting surface. The method is applied to

thin and thick low-aspect—ratio delta wings and rectangular wings. The

computed aerodynamic forces and wake shapes are in quantitative agreement

with experimental data and other computational results.




